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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of a study analyzing the editorial content of
consumer power boating magazines for messages of environmental responsibility. It
presents evidence of a cause and effect relationship between recreational power boating and
damage to the marine environment, and cites arguments that power boating in its currently
popular form, involving high speeds and heavy fuel consumption, is inherently
"unfriendly" to the environment. The paper describes a "chain of influence" through which
boat manufacturers, in their role as advertisers, influence the editorial content of consumer
boating magazines through the tactics of marketing public relations. A hypothesis is
developed which states that publishers' commercial interests behoove them to publish
editorial material generally supportive of their advertisers, hence promoting consumer
behaviors that damage the environment through profligacy of fuel consumption leading to
excessive engine emissions.
Three magazines are selected for analysis, based on their high levels of influence
and visibility within the consumer boating market: Boating, Motor Boating & Sailing, and
Power & Motoryacht. These magazines maintain the largest circulation figures of all North
American consumer power boating magazines, with a combined monthly circulation
totaling more than one half million issues and a substantial "pass-along" readership.
The hypothesis is tested using methods of content analysis. Separate tests are
employed to analyze five different types of editorial content: textual content of boat test
feature articles; photographic content of boat test feature articles; topical content of "how-
to" articles on two specific subjects (boat handling, and maintenance); topical content and
"slant" of opinion columns; and topical content of feature articles explicitly addressing
environmental issues. Test results fail to support the hypothesis, suggesting that special-
11
interest consumerpublishing in the recreational powerboating niche maintains a degree of
editorial independence from advertisers, and thatenvironmental topics are treated in a
reasonably balanced manner.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Statement of Problem: A "Chain of Influence"
A cause and effect relationship exists between recreational boating and the condition
of the physical environment in which that activity occurs. Boating has been shown to
damage marine and coastal environments, with impacts that include: water pollution in the
forms of boat sewage releases and leachate from anti-fouling paints; physical damage to
corals caused by poor anchoring practices; injuries to marine mammals caused by
collisions; and noise "pollution," to name just a few. To a large extent, the intensity of
these impacts is determined by specific choices made by boaters related to the purchase,
operation, and maintenance of their boats and equipment. Of greatest significance to this
study, the decisions of consumers to purchase large boats equipped with powerful engines,
and to operate those boats at high speeds, results in high levels of hydrocarbon emissions,
causing significant pollution of the marine environment.
A cause and effect relationship also exists between the reading habits of consumers
and their behavior. Consumers react to information presented in the mass communications
media, including magazines, newspapers, radio, and television, by buying particular
products and avoiding others, and by participating in or opposing political, social, or
commercial activities. Special-interest magazines are understood to exert considerable
influence on niche markets. This paper argues that this holds true in particular for
consumer-oriented magazines focusing on power boating. Consumer boating magazines
are highly pervasive within their market niche, and are therefore in a position to indirectly
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influence the condition of the marine environment through their influence over readers'
decisions in matters of boat selection and operation.
The influence exerted by the media upon their audiences is understood and used to
positive effect by practitioners of public relations, who either directly generate, or influence
the inclusion of, favorable editorial messages (i.e., publicity) about their own or their
clients' products or services in the medial. The practice of public relations can be highly
effectual, and professionals in the field can often "place" materials in even the best-
respected newspapers, consumer magazines, and trade journals. The influential power of
publicity is considered superior to that of paid advertising in many instances, because it
carries the imprimatur of supposedly objective editors and reporters, and so seems less
tainted by self-interest in the eyes of most consumers of media.
Public relations practitioners are greatly aided in their efforts by the commercial
nature of magazine publishing. Most magazines, including the three consumer-oriented
power boating magazines included in this study (Boating, Motor Boating & Sailing, and
Power & Motoryacht), depend upon advertising, not subscriptions or newsstand
purchases, for the bulk of their revenues. Thus, and in spite of the widely assumed
editorial independence of most editors and reporters, advertisers are often in a position to
apply commercial leverage against publishers, as a means to influence the inclusion of
publicity in a particular publication.
A "chain of influence" therefore exists between the commercial interests of
manufacturers of boats and engines, and the condition of the marine environment.
Manufacturers exert influence over boating magazines; boating magazines exert influence
over their readers; and readers influence the environment through their boating behavior.
"Influence" is not to be taken as a synonym for "control." Boaters may certainly base their
1 The term "editorial," used either as an adjective or a noun, refers to that material which is controlled by a
magazine's editors, and which is not available to advertisers on a pay-per-insertion basis-sin other words,
articles, essays, "letters to the editor," photography and illustrations accompanying articles, etc. The
opposite of editorial is advertising. Unless stated otherwise, in this paper the use of the term "editorial" is
used in this sense, and not to refer to those opinion columns found in many magazines and newspapers that
are commonly termed "editorials."
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behavioral decisions on factors other than magazine content, and magazines may make
editorial decisions independent of pure mercenary considerations. Nevertheless, the
existence of a vigorous public relations industry working within the consumer boating
market argues strongly for the widespread belief in its effectuality in influencing consumer
behavior through the medium of the boating press.
Given the greater commercial interests associated with larger, faster, more
expensive boats, and the larger financial resources available to publicize these products, as
compared to those interests and resources associated with smaller and less expensive craft,
one might infer that power boating magazines would tend to promote the qualities of speed
and opulence over other qualities which the same manufacturers have less financial interest
in promoting-for example, economy and environmental benignity. If this inference is
correct, then these magazines may be responsible, through their influence over consumer
behaviors, for damage to the marine environment. It is the objective of this paper to test
this inference through the methodology of content analysis, after first restating it as a
formal, testable hypothesis.
The results of this study may be of value to various parties. Environmental policy -
makers, regulators, and non-governmental organizations may be interested in knowing
whether the boating press is "with them or against them" on environmental issues, so that
they may tailor their messages and choose their media appropriately. Marketers of marine
products and services might wish to know whether a promotional appeal based on
environmental concerns is likely to elicit a sympathetic response among consumers, while
manufacturers and service providers might wish to be guided in their product offerings
based on the same knowledge. Boating consumers may elect to patronize those magazines
that promote environmentally responsible behavior and the advertisers who support those
magazines, and to withhold patronage from those magazines and advertisers who do the
opposite. Environmentally concerned magazine editors and publishers may themselves
appreciate a quantified, independent assessment of their performance in this area.
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Subjects of the Study: The Magazines
This study examines three consumer power boating magazines, all of which publish
on a monthly schedule: Boating, Power & Motoryacht (formerly Powerand Motoryachn,
and Motor Boating & Sailing. These were selected for study as the three domestic (U.S.)
magazines with the largest circulation in their market niche in 1994 (Bacon's Magazine
Directory, 1994). Average monthly circulation was 206,473 for Boating for the six month
period ending 6/30/94; 155,877 for Power & Motoryacht for the six months ending
6/30/94; and 143,010 for Motor Boating & Sailing for the six months ending 12/31/94
(Audit Bureau of Circulations, 1994a; BPA International, 1994; and Audit Bureau of
Circulations, 1994b). As shown in Table 1, circulation for the three magazines represents
over one third (36%) of total circulation among all North American consumer magazines
identified as concentrating on power boating. (Actual market share and influence are
perhaps somewhat less, given that many of the other magazines listed in Table 1 maintain
dual focuses on both power and sail boating, while the focuses of several others are
unknown. Discrepancies in circulation figures between those cited above and those
appearing in Table 1 are due to conflicting source data. All figures in Table 1 are from a
single source and are internally consistent, while the figures cited above are from more
recent audited statements of circulation.) Combined, the average monthly circulation of the
three magazines totals 505,360, or 4.7 percent of total 1994 power boat ownership in the
U.S. of 10,691,000 (Boating Industry, 1994; and author's calculations).
Boating and Motor Boating & Sailing are distributed primarily through paid
circulation, and the circulation figures cited for these magazines reflect only paid copies.
Power & Motoryacht is distributed primarily through controlled (i.e., qualified non-paid)
circulation. Paid circulation for this magazine accounts for only 13 percent of the total
circulation figure cited
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TABLE 1
CIRCULATION FIGURES FOR 53 NORTH AMERICAN BOATING MAGAZINES
By focus on propulsion method. Figures in average distribution per issue
Power Human Focus
TITLE Power Sail & sail powered unknown
48 Degrees North 20 ,000
American Sailor 27,850
Bass & Walleye Boats 125,000
Bay & Delta Yachtsman 22,000
Boat Guide 60,000
Boat Wor1d 13,500
BoaUU.S. Reports 500,000
Boatbuitder 16,950
Boating 193,906
l:loating WOrld 134,800
Canadian Yachting 18,896
l.anoe & Kayak Magazine 75,000
~anoe& Kayak Racing News 10 ,000
~Iassic Boating 8,500
~ruising World 146 ,183
3reat Lakes Boating Magazine 43 ,000
Heartland Boating 15,000
Hot Boat Magazme 40,000
Houseboat Magazine 21,000
Jet Sports 40,000
Lakeland Boating 38,236
The Log 60 ,000
Maine Boats s Harbors 20,000
The Mariner 24,000
Motor Boating & Sailing 140,000
Nor'westinq 12 ,000
OCean Navigator 40,600
Offshore 37,029
OhiO Fishwrapper 40,000
pacific Yachting 13,768
Paddler 50 ,062
Personal watercraft Illustrated 65,500
Power & Motoryacht 156,084
Power Boating Canada 43,022
Powerboat 51,000
Practical Sailor 50,000
Propeller 7,000
Sail 185 ,000
salling 35 ,000
Sailing World 61 ,000
san Diego Log 20 ,000
santana 25,000
SED 60,000
sea Kayaker 10,000
Soundings 105 ,000
southern Boating 30,000
Splash 80,096
I railer Boats 81,558
Watercraft Action 12 ,000
Watercraft wand 75,000
Waterfront Southern California 40,000
wooaenBoat 105,000
Yachting 132 ,047
TOTALS 1,354,202 498,929 1,215,126 145,062 223,268
489 ,990
36.18%
Source: Bacon's Magazine Directory, 1994
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In spite of its title, MotorBoating & Sailing cannot fairly be described as a dual-
focus magazine. It is, rather, a power boating magazine that gives a nod toward sailing,
usually in the form of a single sail-related article per issue. Only six percent of its readers
own a sailboat, while over 94 percent own power boats (MotorBoating & Sailing, 1995).
MotorBoating & Sailing featured power boats on the covers of all twelve issues in 1994; it
published an average of 2.4 tests of power boats per issue, and no tests of sailboats
(author's findings).
Boating and MotorBoating & Sailing cover a wide range of power boats, including
personal watercraft (i.e., PWCs, "jet bikes," or "Jet Skis"), runabouts, and other relatively
small, inexpensive boats, as well as large, luxurious "yachts." Power & Motoryacht is
published "exclusively for owners oflarge powerboats," and excludes coverage of craft
less than 24 feet long (Power& Motoryacht, 1995). Coverage in all three magazines tends
toward the mainstream and/or the opulent: there is little concern with obscure or
unconventional craft.
The magazines are also conventional in their editorial formats, exhibiting
commonalities of article type. All three include: boat test features illustrated with numerous
color photographs; opinion columns; letters to the editor; "how-to" columns and/or
features; and occasional "color" features, on subjects such as boating personalities, history,
and the marine environment. It is this commonality of format that permits consistent,
scientific comparisons between the magazines, the methodologies of which are described
below in Chapter Five.
Due to the factor of "pass-along readership," by which individual copies of
magazines are typically read by several readers, the combined reach of these three
magazines is substantially greater than 4.7 percent of the boat owner market, although
duplication of readers between the magazines decreases the reach to a lesser extent The
pass-along factor for Power& Motoryacht is 4.8 readers per issue (i.e., one primary reader
and 3.8 "pass-along" readers; Power& Motoryacht, 1995). For Boating, the pass-along
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factor is 11.8 (Boating, 1995), and for Motor Boating & Sailing it is 8.4 (Motor Boating &
Sailing, 1995, and author's calculations). Combined, the three magazines generate a total
of 4,391,591 "reader impressions" per month, as shown in Table 2. (For the purposes of
this paper, "reader impressions" reflects the number of magazines read, per month, by all
readers. For example: if two readers each read three magazines in a month, six reader
impressions are made, regardless of whether both readers read the same three titles or three
different titles.)
Readership duplication between the magazines is also substantial, but obviously of
a lower magnitude than pass-along readership. Among the readers of Boating, 71 percent
read other boating magazines regularly, including 31 percent who read Motor Boating &
Sailing, and 20 percent who read Power & Motoryacht (Boating, 1995). Among
subscribers to Power & Motoryacht, 33.2 percent also subscribe to Boating, and 26.6
percent also subscribe to Motor Boating & Sailing (Power & Motoryacht, 1995). Among
readers of Motor Boating & Sailing, 18.7 percent read Boating; figures for readership
duplication with Power & Motoryacht were not available. It is not possible to calculate
overall readership duplication or combined market penetration for the three magazines from
the available information, Additional unknowns influencing total market penetration are the
numbers of multiple-boat owners and multiple-owner boats. In spite of these unknowns, it
is abundantly clear that the three magazines enjoy substantial visibility and deep market
penetration among power boaters.
Because of their strong market positions, Boating, Motor Boating & Sailing, and
Power & Motoryachi may be viewed as powerful influencers of opinion in their market
niche. Beyond their direct influence on their readers, these magazines may additionally
serve as arbiters for power boating information in general, influencing the content of many
smaller magazines, the general terms and content of much discourse among boating
consumers, and the market planning of manufacturers.
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TABLE 2
MAGAZINE CIRCULATION AND PASS-ALONG READERSHIP
Pass-Along Total
Monthly Factor Monthly
Circulation (Readers/issue) Readership
Boating 206,473 11.8 2,436,381 *
Motor Boating & Sailing 143,010 8.4* 1,207,000
Power& Motoryacht 155,877 4.8 748,210*
TaTALS 505,360* 8.7* 4,391,591 *
* Derived data.
Sources: Audit Bureau of Circulations, 1994a; Audit Bureau of Circulations, 1994b; BPA
International, 1994; Boating, 1995; Motor Boating & Sailing, 1995; Power& Motoryachi,
1995; and author's calculations
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Hypothesis
Based on the inference made above, that power boating magazines "promote the
qualities of speed and opulence over other desirable qualities," the following hypothesis
was developed:
Consumer power boating magazines glorify the values ofhigb horsepower and
high speeds, and de-emphasize the associated problems offuel profligacy and
hydrocarbon emissions. The text ofarticles in these magazines generally will
emphasize speed as the primary positive value ofpower boats, while accompanying
photographic images will support this emphasis with visual depictions emblematic
ofspeed. Low editorial priority will be given to discussions ofpollution-timiting
and fuel-saving measures.
To test this hypothesis, the research examines a substantial portion of the editorial
content in all 36 issues published by the three magazines during 1994. Using the
methodology of content analysis, certain feature articles, columns, and other editorial items
are subjected to testing to determine the extent to which boating behaviors that are
associated with high levels of engine emissions are presented in a positive manner or
context. "Behaviors" are here understood especially to include purchasing behavior, as the
initial choices of boat and engine have unavoidable environmental ramifications, as will be
shown in Chapter Two. Should the research support the hypothesis, a reasonable
conclusion would be that these magazines exert a negative influence on the marine
environment through their influence over their readers' behavior. Should the results of the
research call for a rejection of the hypothesis, a conclusion of either neutral or positive
influence would reasonably follow.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF RECREATIONAL BOATING
As with virtually every human activity, recreational boating consumes resources,
generates waste by-products, and by its very existence imposes itself on the environment.
The impacts of boating are various in their causes, their natures, and their intensities.
Most, if not all, of these intensities may be influenced by the specific behaviors of
individual boaters.
The environmental impacts of boating fall into several categories. Most prominent
are water and air pollution (including engine emissions, fuel spillage, sewage disposal,
bottom paint leaching, and disposal of plastic debris), which may harm marine and
terrestrial species, including humans, through chemical and/or biochemical vectors
(Milliken and Lee, 1990; and EPA, 1994). Boating can also harm marine life directly
through "mechanical interactions" (i.e., collisions, groundings and anchor damage), and
can disturb wildlife and interfere with its natural feeding and breeding patterns (Gibney,
1991; Flannery, 1994; Grant and Grant, 1994; and McCullough, 1994). Another
environmental problem associated with power boats, particularly personal watercraft, is
that of "noise pollution" (Sisson, 1995).
Activities that are boating-dependent or boating-related also generate impacts.
Recreational fishing is believed to contribute to the general problem of over fishing of some
species (Sisson, 1994a). Careless sport diving can damage delicate corals (Gibney, 1991).
"Wreck raiding" (i.e., treasure hunting or artifact collecting) by divers depletes what may
be described as the "heritage environment" of the sea (National Park Service, 1989).
Canoeists and kayakers may, while camping in back-country areas, despoil terrestrial sites
through littering, damage to flora, disturbance of fauna, and inappropriate disposal of
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human wastes (Monge, 1992; and Grant and Grant, 1994). Marinas are sources of
multiple impacts: their parking lots are non-point sources of oil pollution from automotive
crankcase drips; fish-cleaning debris and general litter generated by marina patrons may end
up in adjacent waters; the marinas themselves occupy land and water areas which are thus
unavailable for biologically productive activities and/or for other forms of recreation that
may be less environmentally damaging (Ross, 1991). Some observers have even
suggested that the manufacturing of plastics-based boats contributes to the incidence of
major tanker oil spills by increasing the demand for petroleum products (e.g., Foster,
1995), and that obsolete boats contribute to the general problem of solid waste disposal-
(Williams, 1992).
The above is merely a representative listing of perceived impacts. Some of these
appear to be hypothetical, frivolous rantings of the environmentally obsessed. Others
represent real, regrettable forms of environmental damage, the extents of which, however,
may be too small or too poorly documented to be of serious concern at the present time.
But after the frivolous and the unimportant are eliminated, there remain several
environmental impacts which are of significant concern.
The rapid growth of recreational boating in the 1980s brought with it "the potential
for an enormous increase in boating-associated pollutants (entering the marine
environment)" (Milliken and Lee, 1990, p.ii). The most significant forms of boating-
generated water pollution appear to be petroleate pollution (primarily as exhaust emissions
from boat engines, but also including spillage and leakage), human sewage, toxic metals
from antifouling paints, and plastics discarded from boats.
This study concentrates on boating activities as they relate to hydrocarbon
emissions caused by marine engines. This focus was selected because pollution of the air
2 Even more surprising is that these last two examples refer to sea kayaking, which is certainly one the
most ecologically benign forms of recreational boating. It may be that those who participate in activities
that are inherently environmentally sound (e.g., kayaking) are more than normally sensitive to even slight
environmental impacts, while those who participate in activities that are less benign (e.g.•power boating)
are more likely to overlook even substantial impacts .
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and water by engine fuels , lubricants, and their combustion by-products appears to be the
most serious environmental problem associated with recreational boating. According to
Milliken and Lee:
(Two-cycle engines) tend to release unburned fuel along with the exhaust gases. Older
engines (manufactured prior to about 1972) drain excess fuel from the crankcase
directly into the water while newer engines have scavenger devices to recycle this lost
fuel. Two-cycle engines also have lubricant oil mixed in with the fuel, and this oil is
released into the water along with the unburned fuel. There are over 100 hydrocarbon
compounds in gasoline, as well as additives such as lead, while lubricant oils contain
elements such as zinc, sulfur, and phosphorus. Another important source of petroleum
from recreational boats is the discharge of oily bilge water- (Milliken and Lee, 1990,
p.5).
The problem associated with older engines draining raw fuel directly into the water is,
however, of declining seriousness. The average life of outboard engines is 27 years (Me1e,
1993), so many of the engines built prior to 1972 are now being retired. There exists at
least one more common source of boating-related petroleum pollution: spillage that occurs
during fueling, due to operator carelessness and/or poor fueling equipment design (Ross,
1991; and Kopcsak, 1995).
Consequences associated with hydrocarbon pollution include toxicity to marine
organisms, and taste and odor tainting of food finfish and shellfish (Milliken and Lee,
1990). While "normal levels of outboard motor usage have not been shown to have a toxic
effect on aquatic communities," it is believed that they may "contribute to already toxic
concentrations of hydrocarbons in the water column and sediment" from other sources,
such as oil spills and urban non-point source runoff (Milliken and Lee, 1990, p.5) . The
extent of this contribution, however, is unknown: there is surprisingly little recent research
on the subject, and much of what exists is inconclusive (Sisson, 1994b).
According to Mele's calculations, 420 million gallons of oil and other forms of
hydrocarbon pollution are generated by pleasure boats annually-as much as is generated
by all the road vehicles in the U.S. (Mele, 1993). Mele argues that the environmental
3 Internal references are omitted throughout this paper.
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impacts of hydrocarbon pollution caused by boats have been grossly underestimated,
because the volume of pollution has never been previously recognized.
Mele's calculations are controversial, however, and the volume of water pollution
generated by pleasure boats is probably considerably smaller than he claims (Fexas, 1994;
and Proteau, 1995). Nevertheless, boat engines have been reliably identified as a
significant source of air pollution. According to the U.S. EPA, gasoline-powered, spark-
ignition marine engines are responsible for nearly 30 percent of the airborne emissions of
volatile organic compounds generated by all non-road-vehicle sources during the summer
season. Marine engines generate six percent of summer hydrocarbon emissions from all
sources. Three quarters of marine engine hydrocarbon emissions are produced by two-
cycle outboard engines. As a result, the EPA has proposed regulations that will
substantially curtail emissions from all gasoline and diesel fueled marine engines (EPA,
1994). lfthese regulations go into effect, it is believed they will bring about an indirect
improvement on water quality as well, by reducing precipitation of airborne pollutants into
the marine environment (Sisson, 1994c).
"And what about the companion element to oil pollution: fuel profligacy?" asks
Mele, continuing: "Fuel consumption creates residual hydrocarbons. Hydrocarbon
pollution will exist as a function of the quantity of fuel being burned, but we know that it
can be modified through applied levels of mechanical efficiency and hardware technology"
(Mele, 1993, pp.29-30).
Mele makes the point that pleasure boats are highly inefficient, with yachts in the
40-60 foot range consuming between 50 and 100 gallons of fuel per hour, and small
runabouts obtaining efficiencies of only 2-4 miles per gallon . (He compares the latter
figure to the national average of 27 miles per gallon for 1991 model year automobiles, and
20.5 miles per gallon for all cars on the road in 1989.) Engine hydrocarbon emissions
correlate positively with fuel use, regardless of the engine's energy and combustion
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efficiencies. Mele therefore draws the conclusion that the fuel profligacy of pleasure boats
is a crucial factor explaining why they pollute so heavily.
The American boating consumer demonstrates a dedication to power and speed
which, as Mele claims, is due to a combination of a cherished (albeit recently inculcated)
cultural tradition and effective marketing. Prior to the Second World War, Mele notes,
many advertisements for power boats emphasized fuel economy as a major selling point-
often equal to or even more important than speed. A review of pre-War boating magazine
ads by this author confirms Mele's observation. During the war , Mele continues, speed
came to be viewed as the single most important attribute of power boats and other
vehicles-a point illuminated by the exploits of PT boats, destroyers, fighter planes, as
well as by the overall importance of high-speed mobility for armies as a whole. Heavy fuel
consumption was accepted as a necessary adjunct of the required high speeds, and
American consumers willingly submitted to gasoline rationing in order to support the war
effort. By the end of the war, according to Mele, the populace was convinced of the
benefits of high horsepower engines and high speeds in boats, and was, moreover,
acclimated to making heavy personal economic sacrifices to obtain the former and achieve
the latter. Mele asserts that post-War promotions have emphasized the positive values of
speed above all other qualities, although this assertion is not confirmed by this author's
observations.
In the era of general national prosperity following the war, boat manufacturers
recognized an opportunity to sell product to a wider audience than had hitherto existed.
Mele contends that many of the boats designed for the needs of the post-war marketplace
exhibit a number of features conducing to high fuel consumption and emissions.
High speed capability is the most important of these features. High speeds were
made broadly, economically possible through the use of large-displacement engines
burning large quantities of low-eost fuel. In the absence of government regulations to the
contrary, these engines were naturally heavy polluters.
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The deep-V hull form became popular after the war largely because it is capable of
maintaining high speeds safely in the hands of relatively unskilled operators. But
compared to some other high-speed hull forms, such as the three-point hydroplane, the
deep-V is not easily driven: its large underwater projected area and wetted surface impose a
great deal of resistance at sub-planing speeds, and it therefore requires high horsepower to
get "on plane." The fact that most high-speed recreational power boats usually operate at
speeds far below their maximum designed speeds imposes further fuel and pollution costs:
to drive planing hulls at sub-planing speeds (i.e., in displacement mode), the engines
typically operate well below the "power curve" at inefficiently low speeds.
Although the term "yacht" has always been evocative ofluxury, prior to the Second
World War most pleasure boats were, in fact, relatively Spartan. In the post-War era, there
has been a strong trend toward luxury and convenience features. Many small cabin yachts
now have full complements of domestic conveniences, including multiple-burner range
tops, conventional and microwave ovens, refrigerators, hot water showers, televisions,
videocassette recorders, and stereos, in addition to power windlasses, bow thrusters,
radar, and a host of other electronic communications and navigation equipment, and other
devices that consume large amounts of electric power.
To accommodate these conveniences within a given boat length, and to provide the
"full standing headroom" that many consumers demand, boat designs have expanded both
transversely and vertically. Wide-beamed boats are generally less easily driven than
narrow ones, while high topsides and cabin houses tend to increase a boat's resistance
through the air. Most luxury and convenience features also add weight, thus necessitating
even more horsepower to attain the desired high speeds.
The realities of mass-marketing, according to Mele, are largely to blame for these
environmentally unsound trends in boat design. In the years immediately following the
war, American consumers were possessed of unprecedented discretionary funds. So while
the potential market for new boats expanded greatly, the boating industry had to compete
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against any number of other leisure activities that simultaneously became affordable to the
newly aftluent populace. An important part of the marketing message communicated by the
boat manufacturers was, therefore, that boating requires no special skills-that it is "as
easy as driving a car," and therefore immediately accessible to virtually every consumer.
While the characterization of boating as requiring no special skills may not be quite accurate
in regard to safe, responsible boating in any form, it clearly can be meant to apply only to
power boating: sailing obviously does require special skills. This is borne out by the
scientific literature, which indicates that power boaters are in fact less "specialized" than
sailors. The average sailor has more years of prior experience, is more committed to skill
development, and is more likely to take training courses than the average power boater
(Donnelly, Vaske, and Graefe, 1986). Power boating thus became Everyman's boating,
and the more easily, comfortably, and conveniently it could be performed (in other words,
the more like driving a car or staying at home), the better.
Although Mele's review of history's facts may be sound, his interpretation seems to
be flavored somewhat by an anti-capitalist, possibly anti-American, attitude. People of all
eras and all nations have, after all, sought to increase the speed of all forms of
transportation, both for practical logistical purposes and for the sake of pure enjoyment.
Boats were raced long before the invention of the internal combustion engine, but it is upon
post-War boating manufacturers like Chris Craft and Packard's marine engine division that
he seems to lay the most blame for the tendency to glorify speed. (Mele's approach is also
possibly influenced by his own commercial interests. Mele is a boat designer who
specializes in electrically powered boats, so his business would stand to benefit to the
extent that he can persuade consumers of the liabilities of more mainstream boat designs.)
Nevertheless, excessive hydrocarbon pollution from boats is clearly the result of a
combination of cultural, commercial, and engineering factors. Boaters in general prefer
power boats over non-powered boats, and faster, bigger power boats are often preferred
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over slower, smaller ones. In the absence of government regulations, manufacturers have
had little incentive to design more efficient engines or to add pollution control devices.
The marine industry is now responding to the proposed EPA regulations cited
above, by introducing emissions reducing engine technologies in advance of those
regulations' taking effect. Indeed, the EPA's proposed regulations were drawn up in
extensive consultation with the engine manufacturers (EPA, 1994). Manufacturers have
begun to introduce four-stroke outboard engines, which are intended to replace two-stroke
outboards as a large percentage of the manufacturers' sales, and are equipping some
engines with direct fuel injection, as an advance over throttle-body injection and carburetors
as the means of aspiration. Both of these "new" technologies can typically improve fuel
consumption and reduce emissions per gallon of fuel consumed (Sisson, 1994c; and
Rusinek, 1994). Both are also entirely conventional in automotive applications, where
good fuel economy and low emissions have been mandated by law for years.
But as noted above, consumer behavior plays an important role in the effort to
reduce pollution. If approved as scheduled, the proposed EPA regulations will begin to
take effect in 1998, with full changeover by all manufacturers scheduled by 2005. As the
new engines are phased in over the entire available horsepower range by the various
manufacturers, they will naturally replace older engines through attrition, since the EPA
rules will not require owners of existing engines to retire them. With an average outboard
engine life expectancy of27 years (MeIe, 1993), and assuming that current trends continue,
a great many highly polluting engines will still be in use in 2032. If boaters were to replace
existing engines with the new generation of improved engines at a faster rate, then total
boat emissions would presumably decline faster. But before this can occur, the boating
public would have to undergo a substantial change in attitude toward the issue of
hydrocarbon pollution.
Other opportunities to reduce hydrocarbon pollution are open to the boating
industry and consumers, as shown in Table 3. A few of these are simple, inexpensive, and
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TABLE 3
PROPOSED MEASURES TO REDUCE
BOATING-RELATED HYDROCARBON POLLUTION
Propulsion Systems
1. Replace conventional two-stroke gas engines with four-stroke engines"
2. Develop new two-stroke technologies"
3. Add catalytic converters and other exhaust treatments to four-stroke gas engines*
4. Increase use ofelectronic fuel injection, turbochargers, electronic engine controls*
5. Improve combustion technology in four-stroke engines*
6. Use alternate and/or reformulated fuels for diesel and spark-ignition engines"
7. Use hybrid propulsion systems (i.e., dual electric/internal combustion power)*
8. Use electric motor propulsion with storage batteries; also solar/electric chargers*
9. More efficient propeller/drive designs (e.g., large diameter, variable-pitch propellers)*
10. Use non-polluting propulsion methods (i.e., sail and human power)*
Boat Design
11. Increase use of multihull designs, including wave piercing types*
12. Narrower hulls and general design features aimed at reducing water resistance"
13. Lighter weight boat construction*
14. Eliminate luxury features that add weight and require additional power*
15. Improve topsides aerodynamics to reduce air resistance*
16. Improve fuel filler systems to reduce overflow spillage during filling§
Consumer Behavior
17. Purchase boats/engines/fuels that pollute less*
18. Install emissions-limiting technology on existing boats*
19. Operate boats at slower speeds*
20. Exhibit greater care during fueling operations§
21. Install on-board devices that guard against overfilling during fueling operationst
22. Use disposable, absorbent material in bilges]
Sources:
* Mele, 1993
§ Kopcsak, 1995
t Ross, 1991
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unobtrusive: for example, exhibiting due care during fueling; installing simple overflow-
prevention devices; and using disposable oil-absorbing pads in bilges. These require little
consumer investment in time, education, or money, and behavioral modifications are of a
very limited nature. Other opportunities require substantial financial investments not just
by consumers, but also in terms of research and development efforts by industry (e.g.,
catalytic converters for marine engines), while some require little in the way of new
investment, but huge changes in consumer behavior (e.g., substituting wind for petroleum
as a power source, or accepting the slower speeds associated with electric power). Of the
several technical solutions proposed by Mele which are included in Table 3, all, he claims,
are either immediately available, or feasible given only a few years of development effort.
Changes in consumer behavior therefore seem to represent the most important factor
necessary to achieving substantial reductions in boat emissions in the near term,
Absent some major change in the mind-set of the boating public, however, the
notion that many boaters would voluntarily operate their boats at slower speeds, or
willingly purchase slower boats, or trade power for sail, seems doubtful, given the fact that
speed and acceleration are clearly among the most desirable and desired attributes of the
sport. Speed is attractive in its own right, as an exhilarating sensory experience. As
evidence of the widespread popularity of speed for its own sake, personal watercraft,
which are used almost exclusively for the speed thrills they provide, have been the fastest
growing segment of the boating market for the past three years in a row, and trailed only
outboard-powered boats in unit sales in 1994 (Boating Industry, 1995). Speed also offers
practical benefits to many boaters. Fishermen and SCUBA divers often demand high
speeds in order to reach distant fishing grounds or dive sites on day trips. Many pleasure
cruisers view boating as a means of traveling from one terrestrial leisure attraction to
another: the appeal, for these boaters, is more in the places that can be accessed by boat
than in the boating itself. These boaters desire fast boats, in order to reduce on-board
traveling time and to maximize the available time on shore (Hood, 1991).
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The preferences for internal combustion engines over other forms of propulsion,
and for larger boats over smaller ones, are as widespread and deeply rooted as the desire
for speed. Power boats account for 84 percent of all boats in the U.S., while sailboats
comprise only 8 percent (Boating Industry, 1995; and author's calculations). Power has
been gaining market share at the expense of sail for many years (Waldrop, ]988), and
sailboats comprised a mere three percent of unit sales in 1994 (Boating Industry, ]995; and
author's calculations). Many boaters begin their careers in small, non-powered rowboats,
canoes, or sailing dinghies, and "step up" to larger auxiliary-powered sailboats or power
boats. It is common for aging sailors to "defect" to more easily handled powerboats when
the rigors of sail- and line-handling become too stressful (Hood, 1991): the opposite
transition appears to occur much less frequently. Many boaters, according to the author's
observations, harbor a constant desire to replace their present boat with a larger one, and
those who can afford to act on this desire periodically.
But behaviors that have been inculcated by publicity and confirmed by habit can be
modified by similar means. Mind-sets can be changed. This is the subject of the following
chapter.
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CHAVfER THREE
THE IMPACT OF EDITORIAL
Public Relations and Public Influence
American business spends billions of dollars annually on marketing public relations
(MPR) in order to obtain favorable editorial references to their products or services, or to
the companies themselves, in newspapers, magazines, and the electronic media (Harris,
1991). The working assumption of practitioners and purchasers of public relations
services is that consumers respond to these editorial references by either purchasing the
referenced products, or at minimum, becoming better disposed to do so, pending the
receipt of more information. In Harris's terms:
(A) good article about a good product in a good publication will not only be read, it will
be believed. A good interview about a good product on a good (television) program
will not only be viewed and heard, it will be believed because it is delivered by a trusted
source with no commercial axe to grind. Consumers know instinctively that the
program or publication exists to inform and/or entertain them and not to puff products.
A publication or program that promotes undeserving products indiscriminately will
soon lose its credibility, its user friendliness, and its audience (Harris, 1991, pA5).
In spite of Harris's assertion that the mass media exist primarily "to inform and/or
entertain," most magazines, newspapers, and radio and television stations in fact receive
the bulk of their revenues from advertising, and so have clear "commercial axes" to grind
through their programming or editorial content. This fact is not widely recognized by
consumers, however, so Harris's claim may be accepted, on the provision that one also
accepts the notion that what consumers "know" may be wrong. A less troublesome and
more succinct description of the value of PR appears in this example, from Harold Burson,
of Burson-Marsteller, one of the world's largest public relations agencies:
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A story in Life magazine-publicity in Life-has tremendous impact. It translates into
sales (Blyskal and Blyskal, 1985, p.67).
The efficacy of marketing public relations has been demonstrated in literally
thousands of specific instances. Harris (1991), for example, provides several short case
histories, illustrating the effectiveness of MPR in promoting sales of consumer products at
every level of price and discretion, including foods and beverages, home appliances,
automobiles, consumer electronics, computers, toys and games, movies, and
pharmaceuticals.
The purchasing of products and services is merely one of the ways in which
consumers may respond to publicity. "(PR) also does a superb job pushing intangibles-
corporate images, political programs, and social issues" (Blyskal and Blyskal, 1985,
p.67). Again, examples are both numerous and diverse, ranging from changes effected in
the eating and smoking habits of Americans, to their voting behavior, to political issues
relating to commerce and the environment (Blyskal and Blyskal, 1985).
One type of media outlet-the special-interest or "buff' magazine-is of particular
concern to certain niche marketers and others who hope to influence niche elements of the
public. "Golf, tennis, and skiing fanatics, video and stereo buffs, shutter bugs, computer
jocks, gun nuts, and other devotees not only read their buff books' from cover to cover,
but they also absorb what they read and discuss it with fellow buffs and nonbuffs who
look to them for product information and advice" (Harris, 1991, p.56).
Consumer Boating Magazines and Consumer Influence
The above description applies equally well in the marine field, where consumer
boating magazines exert tremendous influence. As shown in Table 1 (p.5), at least 53
consumer boating magazines, with combined circulation greater than 3.3 million, are
4 In the fields of advertising and public relations, the term "book" refers to a magazine.
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published in the U.S. and Canada, eleven of which report circulation over 100,000
(Bacons Magazine Directory, 1994). There are in addition dozens of small local, state, and
regional boating magazines not included in these totals (e.g., Messing About in Boats,
Rags, and Rhode Island Boating), as well as dozens more magazines covering subjects
intimately related to boating, such as skin diving and fishing (e.g., Skin Diver and Salt
Water Sportsman, respectively). It must be noted that circulation is reported on the basis of
average copies sold per issue, regardless of a magazine's publishing schedule. The figure
of 3.3 million, which will be used below for the sake of convenience, must therefore be
acknowledged as somewhat "artificial," in that it adds circulation figures for monthlies,
bimonthlies, quarterlies, and possibly a few magazines publishing on other schedules,
while excluding a great many relevant publications.
Both the readership and the influence of boating magazines extend far beyond the
figure for total circulation. As described in Chapter One, most magazines are read by a
multiple of circulation due to the phenomenon of pass-along readership. For the three
magazines included in this study, pass-along readership averages 8.7 per issue, as shown
in Table 2 (p.8). If this figure holds true for the total circulation of 3.3 million for the 53
magazines shown in Table I (p.5), total "reader impressions" may be in the neighborhood
of28.7 million across a single issue date for each of the titles. Given a total universe of
16.6 million boats in the U.S. (Boating Industry, 1995), implying something under 16.6
million boat owners, it is clear that boating magazines enjoy an extremely high level of
market penetration.
The purchasing influence of boating magazines on their readers is strongly
suggested by studies conducted or commissioned by their publishers. According to
separate surveys conducted by four large-circulation magazines, between 66 percent and
86.5 percent of primary readers gave advice on purchases of boats and related major
equipment within the twelve-month periods preceding the surveys, with many readers
giving advice on multiple occasions (Motor Boating & Sailing, 1995; Power &
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Motoryacht, 1995; Soundings, 1995; Yachting, 1995; and author's calculations).
According to some of these surveys, that advice is often believed to have been taken
(Power & Motoryacht, 1995; and Soundings, 1995). The readers who give advice are not
necessarily basing that advice on the editorial contents of the magazines, but such an
assumption would appear to be warranted.
Almost all the editorial content of the three magazines that are the subjects of this
study can be categorized as belonging to one of six general types of articles: 1) product
reviews; 2) "how-to"; 3) travelogues; 4) "color" (e.g., history, personality); 5) news; and
6) opinion. An informal review of recent single issues of five different magazine titles was
performed, the results of which are shown in Table 4.
Table 4 illustrates how product reviews represent between one third and two thirds
of the total editorial content of these magazines. Primary readers, however, typically spend
about four hours reading each issue (Boating, 1995; and Power & Motoryacht, 1995), and
it may be safely assumed that some portion of that time is spent reading articles among the
other five categories. Indeed, some readership surveys indicate that large percentages of
readers read every article in a magazine. Given boating magazines' high degree of market
penetration, and the probability that readers' purchasing behavior is influenced by product-
related articles, a further assumption appears warranted: that non-purchasing behavior is
influenced by non-product-related articles in boating magazines. This would appear to be
particularly true of articles of the "how-to" variety, the primary purpose of which is
practical instruction. It may be noted that "how to" articles may also have heavy product
orientations: tips on how to catch fish, change engine oil, or navigate safely, often focus on
particular products or classes of products designed for those endeavors. Travelogues,
news, and opinion pieces frequently contain prominent product placements as well.
It has been demonstrated that some consumers respond to information about the
environment by altering their behaviors, and that they are more likely to alter their behavior
when environmental arguments are supported by economic ones. As may be expected,
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TABLE 4
EDITORIAL CONTENT OF SELECTED BOATING MAGAZINES BY ARTICLE TYPE, IN PAGES
Product
Issue "How·To"l asa%
Magazine date Product Technical Travelogue Opinion News ·Color" Total of total
Boating Mar -95 50 27 8 6 5 6 102 49.02%
Motor Boating & Sailing May-95 40 14 10 3 8 1 76 52.63%
Power & Motoryacht Mar·95 43 8 5 6 2 4 68 63.24%
Yachting Apr -95 20 1 1 7 2 10 9 59 33.90%
Bass & Walleye Boats Jun -95 41 19 0 4 0 0 64 64.06%
TOTALS 194 79 30 21 25 20 369 52 .57%
Notes:
1) Editorial material not included in tabulation: covers, tables of contents, mastheads, indices of advertisers , calendars of events.
2) Pages including both editorial and advertising are counted as full editorial pages.
3) Where two or more articles of different types appear on the same page, the page is assigned to the category of the
article with more column inches on that page. Where column inches are equal, category assignment is based on priority
of placement on the page.
Sources: the magazines cited; and author's analysis and calculations.
more frequent repetition of these messages tends to elicit a stronger rate of response
(Devitt, Fong, and Sutinen, 1995). Consumer boating magazines are, therefore, in a
position to influence the environmentally relevant behaviors of consumers, particularly
through the repetition of certain messages contained in product-related and "how-to"
articles.
Marketing Public Relations and Journalistic Influence
It will be useful here to describe some of the methods by which marketing public
relations seeks to influence the editorial content of magazines. As noted above, the primary
objective of MPR is to generate positive references to a product or manufacturer in the
magazine without paying directly for space. By definition, paid space is advertising, and
space for which the marketing communications practitioner does not pay-which is not
"for sale" by the magazine-is editorial space. But while editorial space is not for sale
directly, it may and often does contain commercially motivated messages. The content and
nature of these messages, and how and whether they appear in print, are at the discretion of
the magazine's editor(s). That discretion may extend to the "trading" of editorial messages
against purchasing commitments by advertisers. Further discussion of this topic appears
below.
MPR consists primarily of methods, tactics, and communications "vehicles"
designed to either provide editors directly with publishable information, or to persuade
editors that information about the product or company at issue is relevant and of interest to
the magazine's readers. The most common public relations vehicle is, of course, the press
release or news release. Generally mailed en masse to editors of several target publications
by the MPR practitioner, the press release provides product or company information that
the editor can use as he sees fit. Editors may "run" a press release verbatim; they may edit
it mildly or severely and run it as a separate item in the magazine; they may extract one or
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two facts from the release and incorporate them into a feature article on a related subject; or
they may ignore it altogether. Regardless of the magazine's usage of the news release, the
MPR practitioner pays nothing for the magazine space, and the magazine pays nothing for
the material.
Beyond the press release, MPR practitioners may try to interest an editor in
publishing a feature article on a particular product, or on some subject in which the product
plays a visible role. The MPR practitioner may offer to write the feature for the magazine,
or may attempt to persuade the editor to write the proposed article or assign it to another
writer-s-either on-staff or freelance-who would be paid by the magazine.
The methods of persuasion used in the attempt will vary with the natures of the
product being promoted, of the proposed article, and of the magazine. In the case of a
power boat (as the product) and a consumer boating magazine (as the publication), a
common tactic is simply to make the boat available to the editor for a product test. To make
the proposition more attractive, the practitioner may make the boat available in a pleasing
locale, and might provide entertainment or elegant accommodations for the writer. The
"bribe" aspect of this procedure is implicit and recognized on both sides, but as long as
gratuities not directly related to the boat test do not change hands, it is considered
acceptable business practice. Most editors receive many more such offers than they can
possibly make use of, so they can still exercise editorial discretion by selecting for testing
those boats which they feel will be of the greatest interest to their readers. The use of an
attractive locale can be readily justified from an editorial point of view, because it tends to
enhance the photography.
Other products do not justify single-product feature articles and cannot be used as a
personal enticement to an editor. An MPR practitioner trying to sell, for example, an
aerosol spray-on lubricant, must use tactics different from those of a power boat
manufacturer. The practitioner may attempt to "contribute" to a magazine-written "how-to"
article on some aspect of outboard engine maintenance, by bombarding the editor with
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written and verbal information about the uses and benefits of the lubricant in such an
application. The object, here, is to convince the editor of the product's value, so that the
editor will consider it to be a service to his readers to publish that information. What the
practitioner may hope for in this case is simply a few favorable lines of text in the article,
explaining the application of the lubricant and describing its benefits. Ideally, the article
will include a photo showing the product in use, with the label prominently displayed: the
photo mayor may not have been provided by the MPR practitioner.
Far from resisting the efforts of PR, many editors welcome it, because PR does, in
fact, consist mostly of useful, true information (Blyskal and Blyskal, 1985). There is,
however, a fine line of journalistic ethics which every editor typically establishes for
himself. Even while an editor may make frequent use of PR contributions, he may still
guard jealously his prerogative to determine the content of his magazine and resist PR
efforts that he feels are inappropriate. A more or less constant state of conflict therefore
exists at some magazines between the objectives of the publisher (whose primary
customers are advertisers, and whose main objective is to sell advertising space) and the
editor (who generally views the readers as his "customers," and consequently wishes to
provide the most objective and useful information possible to maintain and expand
readership-s-and possibly to enhance his reputation as a journalist). Magazine editors
frequently come under pressure from advertisers and publishers to "run" a particular
publicity item, not infrequently backed by a threat (implicit or explicit) that the advertiser
will "pull" his advertising if his publicity efforts are not given appropriate attention in the
editorial sections of the magazine. On the other side of the same coin, publishers may offer
to run a manufacturer's publicity vehicles as an inducement to advertise.
Those editors with a more highly developed sense ofjournalistic ethics may resist
such pressures, but publishers generally rule the roost, especially at special-interest
magazines, where editors are obliged to publish a great deal of frankly commercial material.
In the normal course of events, the editor is allowed to exercise his editorial discretion as to
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the specific commercial material he will run, because he understands and supports the
publisher's general objectives. These include giving substantial advertisers reasonable
access to editorial space, and refraining from all but the mildest negative criticisms of an
advertiser's products. The editor may reasonably restrict access to products that he feels
are of good quality and of interest to his readers, and he may tone down the "hype" in a
press release to a level that at least seems more objective to his readers, but an editor who
"trashes" a major advertiser in a product test-no matter how objectively-may not be
around to run a retraction in the following issue.
The above description applies to what may be considered "middle of the road"
special-interest consumer magazines in terms ofeditorial independence. Some special-
interest magazines hew considerably closer to the popular concept ofjournalistic integrity,
and their editorial content is determined almost exclusively on the basis ofeditorial merit.
Some major consumer car magazines--for example, Road & Track-are notable for their
willingness to defy the major auto makers and criticize their cars in road tests, even though
their editors are clearly auto enthusiasts. At the opposite end of the spectrum, many
women's fashion magazines (e.g., Cosmopolitan) never criticize their advertisers' products
and may be viewed as pure publicity vehicles, virtually untouched by concerns of
journalistic ethics. The boating magazines under discussion here fall somewhere in
between: they normally confine substantial criticisms of the industry to articles that are
expressly presented as opinion, while product-related articles are generally free of all but
very mild criticisms.
In summary, the relationship between special-interest publishing and product
publicity is structured in such a way that behooves editors to promote the interests of the
magazine's advertisers through editorial content. Much of the above discussion is based
primarily on the author's experience in public relations, although substantiation for most
parts may be found in Blyskal and Blyskal (1985).
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CHAPTER FOUR
OBJECTIVES OF CONTENT ANALYSIS
In his introduction to Basic Content Analysis, Weber offers the following
definition:
Content analysis is a research methodology that utilizes a set of procedures to make
valid inferences from text. These inferences are about the sender(s) of message [sic],
the message itself, or the audience of the message (Weber, 1985, p.9).
Earlier, Budd, Thorp, and Donohew described content analysis as,
...a tool for observing and analyzing the overt communication behavior of selected
individuals (Budd, Thorp, and Donohew, 1967, p.2).
The purpose of such observation and analysis, according to Budd, et al, may
ultimately be found in the broader objectives of the social sciences in general, to wit:
The ultimate goal of the investigator in the behavioral sciences is to predict behavior.
To do this, he needs to find out why people do the things they do. And on his way to
finding out why, he examines what things are related to other things. The mass
communications investigator may want to know, for example, why some events are
reported the way they are. Why do some reporters seek out sensational details whereas
others avoid them? (etc.) (Budd, Thorp, and Donohew, 1967, p.3).
Budd, et al, answer such hypothetical questions succinctly, stating that the object of the
analysis may be:
...to find links between the message and other parts of the environment. The analyst is
concerned not with the message per se but with larger questions of the process and
effects of communication (Budd, Thorp, and Donohew, 1967, pA).
Content analysis has been applied convincingly in numerous studies to demonstrate
such "links" between the content of various communications media and observed behaviors
in society. For example, Thebarge, in studying the connection between the level of sports
participation by women and the intensity of its presentation in the print media, observed:
The effort to increase participation in physical activity does not occur in a social and
cultural vacuum. One of the most important intluences on this campaign is the media.
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The power of the media lies in their ability not only to provide information but to
formulate imagery and shape ideas (Thebarge, 1991, p.37).
Other recent studies have attempted to demonstrate linkages as diverse as: violence
in society with the content of music videos (Caplan, 1985); consumers' dietary habits with
the content of television programs and ads observed (Story and Faulkner, 1990);
purchasing behavior with the thematic nature of the "pitch" employed by home-shopping
television programs (Auter and Moore, 1994); and the adoption of gender roles in children
with the content of television ads (Smith, 1994). Surprisingly, a fairly extensive literature
search failed to discover any recent, relevant content analysis studies concerning either
environmental behavior by consumers or the content of special-interest magazines.
It must be noted that the "linkages" being demonstrated between message content
and social behavior via the methodology of content analysis do not necessarily constitute
cause and effect relationships, although common sense may often infer such relationships.
Content analysis is useful to establish a congruence between message and behavior, but
other scientific methods may be required to take the next step, in order to understand the
nature of the relationship (if any) between message-stimulus and behavior-response. An
example of such an attempt may be found in Lord (1994), in which direct behavioral
observations and survey methods were used to measure the effect of different kinds of
messages and different media of message delivery on consumers' recycling behavior.
The prediction of behavior that Budd, Thorp, and Donohew cite (above) as the
"ultimate goal of the investigator in the behavioral sciences" refers, therefore, to the
behavior of the message's sender, not its receiver. This study therefore seeks to determine
whether there exists a congruence, as opposed to a cause and effect relationship, between
the commercial requisites of special-interest publishing on the one hand, and the behavior
of magazine editors on the other, as expressed through the magazines' editorial content.
Another important concept in many content analysis studies that is relevant to the
present study is that of the "gatekeeper" (Budd, Thorp, and Donohew, 1967). Because
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information is limitless, and many parties would like to pass through the publishing "gate"
to reach the audience, all mass communications media require a "gatekeeper"-a party to
determine which information will reach the audience and the manner in which it will be
presented. In the print media, that party is generally the editor (although the publisher often
serves as the gatekeeper's keeper).
Individual publications that possess a great deal of credibility may occasionally
serve a gatekeeper function within a larger publishing niche by establishing the terms of
discourse. A few newspapers, such as The New York Times and the Wall Street Journal,
fulfill this function. They do not, of course, directly determine what other newspapers will
print, but their influence is substantial. Because Boating, Motor Boating & Sailing, and
Power & Motoryacht are the largest-eirculation magazines in their field, it is possible that
these three serve a gatekeeper function as well.
In the case of special interest magazines, including consumer boating magazines,
editors receive potentially publishable (and a great deal of irrelevant) information from
several sources, including:
1) public relations practitioners;
2) staff and freelance writers and sub-editors;
3) other publications, news media, and wire services; and
4) their own observations.
An editor does not operate in a political/emotional vacuum, selecting information or
sources of information based solely on abstract considerations of "newsworthiness." The
editor's own predilections, prejudices, and personal preferences inevitably color his
judgment as to what is interesting, important, and valid. In addition, numerous parties
attempt to influence the editor's gatekeeping function to their own ends. These may
include:
1) public relations practitioners;
2) advertisers and potential advertisers;
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3) the magazine's publisher;
4) the magazine's readers;
5) staff and freelance writers and sub-editors;
6) personal friends, acquaintances, business contacts, family; and
7) pressure groups.
Bush used content analysis to demonstrate a positive "linkage" between the political
alliance of daily newspaper gatekeepers (publishers, in the study) and the nature of the
political campaign messages allowed to pass through the news gate (Budd, Thorp, and
Donohew, 1967). This author is unaware of any studies that have attempted to
demonstrate the existence of a similar linkage between the commercial interests of
gatekeepers at special interest consumer magazines and the commercial messages they
convey.
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CHAPTER }~IVE
METHODOLOGY
In order to test the main hypothesis, stated in Chapter One (p.9), two working
hypotheses were developed, both of which were subjected to multiple tests using content
analysis. Testing was designed to analyze editorial material in several different contexts.
The first working hypothesis was subjected to two tests, examining different types of
editorial material within the context of boat test feature articles. The first of these tests
focuses on the textual content of these articles; the second focuses on their pictorial content.
Initial plans for testing the second working hypothesis involved two contexts of analysis:
"how-to" articles, and opinion articles. As research proceeded, a third potentially fruitful
context was identified: feature articles of the "color" variety, as described in Chapter One
(p.6). Another test was therefore developed and implemented to take advantage of this
opportunity. The working hypotheses and the rationale behind them are presented below,
together with descriptions of the contexts and units of analysis and the test methods
employed.
Working Hypothesis #1
The first working hypothesis follows:
Discussions and depictions ofspeed and horsepower will dominate editorial
coverage ofthe comparative merits ofpower boats. Luxury, comfort, and convenience
features will also be given editorial prominence over other boat qualities and
characteristics.
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This working hypothesis derives support from the following rationales:
1) Speed is the primary appeal and/or a requisite characteristic of most forms of power
boating, with the joined characteristics of luxury, comfort, and convenience following a
close second. (See Chapter Two for a discussion of the appeal of speed and luxury .)
2) Larger, faster, higher-horsepower, and more fully equipped boats generally offer larger
profit margins to manufacturers and retailers than smaller, slower, lower-horsepower, less
well equipped ones. The industry, therefore, will promote luxurious, high-horsepower
boats more heavily than Spartan, low-horsepower boats through marketing public
relations, and these promotional efforts will be reflected in the content of the magazines.
This working hypothesis was subjected to two tests, subsequently referred to as
Test 1A and Test IB. Both used boat test feature articles as the context of analysis. Test
1A examined five elements of textual content as independent units of analysis: headlines;
subheads; photo captions; callouts; and individual paragraphs within the body of the
articles. Test IB examined photographic images as the units of analysis.
Combined, Tests IA and IB were designed to analyze virtually all editorial
elements of boat test features. Data tables and charts were the only significant editorial
elements to be excluded. All three magazines include fuel consumption figures in either
tabular or charted form in their boat tests, along with several other specifications and
performance indicators. Tables and charts are essentially graphic, as opposed to textual,
editorial elements, implying a high degree of editorial emphasis on the material they
incorporate. Despite the obvious importance of this material to the subject of this study, the
author was unable to develop a methodology with which to reliably measure the relative
importance of fuel consumption as one element within the data-dense context of a table or
chart, against other content elements within the larger context of the boat test feature.
Therefore, these important editorial elements had to be omitted from analysis.
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Context of Analysis for Tests lA and lB: Boat Test Feature
Boat tests are extended critiques of new boat models offered by manufacturers for
sale to the public. Writers for the magazines generally put boats through extended sea
trials, examine the vessels for details of design and construction, and analyze many
characteristics of boat performance. Writers typically receive substantial input from boat
manufacturers and/or manufacturers' marketing representatives, although the final write-
up, as published, may fairly be described as being the work of the writer and/or the
magazine. Most of the photography accompanying these articles is produced by magazine
staffers or by freelancers on commission to the magazine, although some photographs
appear to be supplied by the manufacturers.
In considering the content of boat tests, the study seeks to analyze the most
important context through which environmentally relevant messages may be transmitted to
the reader. Boat test features represent the editorial core of many boating magazines,
including the three under consideration here. Boating, Motor Boating & Sailing, and
Power & Motoryacht each publish several boat test features every month. Boat tests
account for more pages and are more widely read than articles of any other type. Magazine
cover photographs almost invariably illustrate one of the boat tests included in that issue,
while cover headlines and "pop-outs" call attention to more boat tests within.
The study design called for the analysis of all feature-length boat test articles
published in the three magazines during 1994 which critiqued stock, as opposed to custom,
boats. Feature length was defined as more than one full page of combined text and
graphics. Shorter tests of one page or less, primarily appearing in Boating, were omitted
from analysis in the interests of brevity.
As data gathering proceeded, it became clear that the distinction between stock and
custom boats was an artificial one: virtually all boats over 40 feet in length are customized
to some extent, and even the least expensive, most pedestrian runabouts are usually offered
with "options" that constitute a form of customization. Furthermore, there appeared on
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further reflection to be no logical reason to exclude tests of custom boats from the analysis.
As a result, no distinction was attempted between tests of stock and custom boats, and both
types were included.
Units of Analysis for Test 1A: Headline. Subhead. Photo Caption. Callout Body Text
Test lA examined the complete textual content of boat test features, with one minor
exception. Textual content included in the study consisted of the following "editorial
elements," which constitute the units of analysis for Test lA: headlines, subheads, photo
captions, callouts, and "body copy," or the text of the articles. For the purposes of this
study, callouts are defined as short blocks of text, usually extracted verbatim from the body
of an article, and presented in large fonts and/or different typefaces. They are used by
magazine layout artists as a graphic element, to visually break up a large, otherwise
uninterrupted block of text. Subheads are defined as textual elements immediately
following headlines, which amplify or clarify the headline. The only textual element
excluded from the study was section headings. Of the three magazines, only Boating
regularly uses section headings in boat test features. Initial testing indicated that the content
of these very short phrases was usually too ambiguous to yield useful data, so they were
abandoned as a non-fruitful subject of inquiry.
By examining essentially the complete textual content of boat tests, the study seeks
to achieve a high level of inclusiveness. Each type of textual element was examined
independently, to determine if different environmental messages were communicated
through the different textual units.
Methodology of Test 1A
Boats are complex creations that may be described, compared, and judged on the
basis of several characteristics or qualities simultaneously. The degree of emphasis given
to anyone characteristic should, in a professionally written and edited critical article, reflect
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its relative importance. If speed and luxury are considered to be important to the
"mission," or design objective, of a particular boat, the article should give these qualities
due emphasis.
Based on the author's own experience, a list of important characteristics associated
with boats was compiled. To check for inclusiveness, several boat tests were selected at
random and read for content, and the list was modified accordingly. The modified list was
then tested against three more randomly chosen boat tests and it proved to be sufficiently
inclusive. As shown in Table 5, the final list consists of twelve self-explanatory, primary
categories of boat characteristics plus a default category. Eleven of the twelve primary
categories include subsidiary qualities or characteristics, or textual cues associated with
each primary characteristic.
The characteristics shown in Table 5 were used to analyze each boat test in the
following manner:
1) The researcher read the headline, and assigned to it one or more of the
characteristics. Using real examples from 1995 magazine issues: the characteristic
"Accommodates related activity" would be assigned to an article titled "Compleat Angler;"
"Strength/Ruggedness/Quality construction" would be assigned to an article titled "Blue
Steel;" and "Speed/Acceleration" would be assigned to an article titled "Hot Licks." Titles,
if taken out of context, are often ambiguous, so the researcher was permitted to search the
article for clues revealing the title's meaning. If the title remained ambiguous after such a
search, it was assigned to the "Other/UnclearlDon't know" (default) category.
More than one characteristic could be assigned to a title. For example, the title
"Style and Substance" could be assigned to two categories: "Appearance/StylelDesign,"
and "Luxury/ComfortlConvenience"-the latter being determined by reference to the body
of the article. Every assignment of a characteristic was recorded on a check list, upon
which the researcher also recorded the magazine's title and issue date, the article's
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TABLE 5
BOAT CHARACfERISTICS IDENTIFIED FOR
ANALYSIS IN TEST OF BOAT TEST TEXTUAL CONTENT
PRIMARY CHARACTERISTICS
(Main categories)
AppearancelStylelDesign
CostlEconomy
Ease of Maintenance
Handling/Seakeeping
High technologylModernity
Pedigreelheritage
Quietness
Safety
Speed!Acceleration
Strength/RuggednesslQuality construction
Accommodates related activity
OtherlUncIear/Don't Know
SUBSIDIARY CHARACTERISTICS
(additional referents and textual cues)
floor plan, layout
fuel economy
cruising range
engine room layout
access to maintenance items
helm controls
navigation equipment
operating considerations
anchoring/docking provisions and hardware
trailerability
provisions for general gear storage
"domestic" facilities (e.g., kitchen, toilet)
consumer electronics (e.g., TV, stereo)
target market niche
marketing information
boat's "mission," (only if mission is not a
"related activity," as below)
designerlbuilder background
design process
vibration
exhaust fumes
grab rails
side decks
bow pulpit
flotation
view from the helm (may also be
"handling," as above)
planing performance
water skiing
entertaining (groups larger than family units)
sunbathing
swimming
fishing
storage for PWC, diving gear , fishing gear
(default category)
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beginning page number, and the make and model of the boat, for later reference and
reliability testing.
2) The researcher repeated the above procedures for subheads, photo captions, and
callouts, in that order.
3) The researcher then repeated the Process for each paragraph of text in the body of
the article. As with titles , many paragraphs contained more than one main theme, in which
case more than one characteristic/quality reference were recorded. However, "passing
references" in body text were ignored.
4) Results for all five types of editorial elements were tabulated separately.
5) In order to test the objectivity of the author as the lead researcher, and as a test of
methodological reliability, a research assistant duplicated the analysis for a randomly
selected sample drawn from among the same boat tests. The individual chosen as the
research assistant was known to have personal experience in recreational boating. He was
provided with written instructions based on the description above, but he was not made
aware, at this stage of the research, of the hypothesis which the study was seeking to test.
Accordingly, the category checklist was arranged alphabetically, to avoid telegraphing the
special significance of the "Speed/Acceleration" and "Luxury/Comfort/Convenience"
categories. Results of the assistant's test analyses were aggregated and compared against
the lead researcher's aggregate results for the same boat tests.
Unit of Analysis for Test 1B: Photograph
Photography is literally of primary concern to the major consumer boating
magazines. Photographs dominate the magazine covers, which are the primary mechanism
to capture single-copy or newsstand sales. The expense associated with large numbers of
aerial photos, and with the high quality of the magazines' paper stock and printing, further
attest to this importance. Every boat test published by the three subject magazines during
1994 was accompanied by at least one photograph, and in most cases, by several.
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If, as the saying goes, a picture is worth a thousand words, then a single
photograph ofa handsome couple enjoying a speedboat "on plane," with their hair flying
free and a rooster-tail wake coming off the stem, represents an editorial decision equal in
influence to the text of the article in which that photo appears. Such aphoto may influence
readers' buying decisions as much or more than columns of text describing a boat's
seakeeping ability, convenience features, or operating costs. Many magazine "readers" are,
in fact, picture browsers, and for this segment of the audience, the photographic image is
the main editorial message received. It is, therefore, worthwhile to examine the messages
contained in the photographs that accompany the same boat tests analyzed above,
independent of their textual content.
Methodology of Test IB
This part of the research relied on the technique of "symbol counting," as described
in Budd, Thorp, and Donohew (1967). It analyzed the photographic content of the same
boat tests used in Test 1A by searching for the following symbols of speed: 1) boat
operating "on plane"; 2) a large, prominent wake; 3) operator's/passengers' hair flying free
(aft-wards) in the wind, with the boat clearly under forward way.
This test was designed to assess the frequency at which the quality of speed is
presented as a positive editorial message through the medium of photography. The
researcher first identified each photo in a boat test as a "major" or "minor" editorial/graphic
element. This identification was a subjective judgment, informed by photograph size and
placement, but without defined parameters such as square inches or specific location within
the article. After identifying a photo as major or minor, the researcher examined it for any
or all of the three symbols of speed identified above. A positive identification required one
or more symbols to be displayed prominently in the photograph. If none of the symbols
were prominently displayed, the photo was adjudged to be not reflective of the importance
of speed.
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Many photos may contain more than one theme, but it was not the objective of this
test to analyze themes other than speed. The presence of non-speed-related symbols, such
as those connoting luxury, safety, or appropriateness for related activities, did not affect the
identification of speed-indicative symbols.
One particular photographic subject, engines, was excluded from this test.
Although engines may serve as potent symbols of speed, other main themes may be
attributed, particularly: ease of maintenance, high technology, and quality. The author
believes that the task of identifying the theme of a photograph of an engine or engine room
is too subject to specialized knowledge, personal experience, and opinion, to be
independently replicable. In other words, the interpretation of engine photos would almost
inevitably be situational. Where a boat's primary design objective is speed, then a photo of
its engine might too readily be interpreted as being symbolic of speed. If, on the other
hand, a boat's primary design objective is other than speed (e.g., fishing or entertaining),
then a photo of the same subject matter might be interpreted differently. To make such
judgments would require analyzing not the photo, per se, but the textual context in which
the photo appears. By the same token, a photograph of a racing-style instrument panel, or
even racing-style seating, could be interpreted as being representative of speed if they
appeared within a test of a "SPeed" boat. To do so would have been to substantially reduce
the objectivity of the study. Consequently, all engine photos were excluded from analysis.
Based on the above rules, the researcher recorded each photograph on a checklist as
either a positive ("speed symbols present") or a null ("no SPeed symbols") item. For
reliability testing, the research assistant duplicated the above procedure, using the same
sample of boat tests selected for reliability testing in Test l A, At this point, of course, the
assistant had to be informed of the importance of the topic of speed to the study.
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Working Hypothesis #2
The second working hypothesis follows:
In providing specificguidance to boaters in environmental matters, power boating
magazineswilldownplay the horsepower-dependent issuesof'fuel consumption and
hydrocarbon emissions, and will emphasize marine-environmental issueswhichdo not
impinge upon the enjoymentor the sales ofhigh-speed, high-horsepower boats-lor
example, theprotection ofcorals and marinemammals; properuseofmarinesanitation
devices; and the avoidance ofspillage duringfueling operations.
This working hypothesis derives support from the following rationales:
1) Hydrocarbon emissions and fuel consumption correlate positively with horsepower
and speed. Discussion of these issues would imply that the more one participates in
boating, the more environmental harm one does. Because it is the editor's unspoken job to
produce editorial that presents the objectives of the magazine's advertisers in a positive
light, and thus to promote the intensive use of power boats, these issues will be avoided.
2) Attention to, and correction of, other marine-environmental problems, such as
injuries to marine mammals, and improper methods of sewage disposal, does not impinge
upon intensive participation in power boating. With proper knowledge and care, boaters
can avoid these forms of environmental impacts while still participating in high-horsepower
boating at an undiminished level of intensity. Advertisers therefore have no serious
grounds to object to coverage of these subjects.
3) Damage caused by hydrocarbon emissions from engines is largely "invisible," and
there is little public clamor for reduced energy consumption by individuals. On the other
hand, floating feces and mutilated marine mammals are highly visible, both to the boater
himself, and in the popular general-interest media. Because of exposure in the popular
media, and the prevailing public attitudes toward these more visible issues, boaters will be
more amenable to suggestions to modify their behaviors. Consequently, editors can safely
make such suggestions without alienating their readership.
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This working hypothesis was be subjected to three tests, subsequently referred to
as Test 2A, Test 2B, and Test 2C. Test 2A uses "how-to" articles as the context of
analysis. Test 2B uses "opinion pieces" (i.e., "editorial" columns in the common sense,
and letters to the editor) as the context. Test 2C uses "color"-type feature articles as the
context. All three tests used complete topics or themes as the unit ofanalysis.
Context of Analysis for Test 2A: "How-To" Article
Technical or "how-to" articles appear to be the second most important form of
editorial content in consumer boating magazines, as measured in pages, after product-
related articles, as shown in Table 4 (p.25). "How-to" articles carry significant authority,
and readers use them to inform themselves on a wide range of boating-related subjects. In
the three magazines under study, topics addressed in "how-to" articles included: boat repair
and maintenance; boat operation and handling; navigation; safety; and related activities,
especially fishing. Repeated coverage by a magazine of a given topic represents a form of
editorial emphasis that implies or conveys the importance of that topic.
Two common subjects of "how to" articles are relevant to the present study: boat
operation, and engine and drivetrain repair, tuning, and maintenance. The manner in which
a boat is operated-specifically, the amount of high-speed and planing operation-directly
influences fuel consumption. Engine maintenance also directly influences both fuel
consumption and emissions. In general, a well-maintained and properly tuned engine will
obtain better fuel economy and produce fewer emissions, although engines can also be
tuned for maximum speed performance, to the detriment of fuel economy and emissions
control.
"How-to" articles typically appear in one of three formats in the three magazines
under study: 1) full-length feature articles on a single, specific topic; 2) monthly columns of
one page in length, on a general "how-to" subject, and; 3) feature-length departments
treating several different technical issues as independent items. The study included all
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"how-to" articles published by the magazines during 1994 dealing with the subjects of boat
operation and engine or drivetrain tuning, repair, or maintenance.
Where an article treated a single subject, the entire article was considered as a
context of analysis. Where an article covered more than one subject as independent
items-for example, in a question-and-answer format--each item was treated as an
independent context.
Unit of Analysis for Test 2A: Subject, Topic, or Theme
This part of the study analyzed the particular subject, topic, or theme of each "how-
to" item on the two general "how-to" subjects identified. The intent is to determine the
frequency with which the magazines identify themes such as speed, fuel economy,
pollution control, and other forms of environmental due diligence as desirable objectives of
consumer boat handling and maintenance activities. The unit of analysis was the item or
article as a whole, although an item could contain more than one subject, topic, or theme.
Methodology ofTest 2A
Based on a reading of "how-to" articles in several 1995 issues of the three
magazines, plus the author's experience, separate lists of topics were compiled for articles
focusing on boat operation and engine maintenance. The topics are essentially statements
of objectives: e.g., (how to control) noise and vibration; (how to improve) fuel economy;
(how to achieve high) speed. Separate checklists were created from these topic lists.
The researcher then read every "how-to" article treating on the main subjects of boat
operation, and engine and drivetrain repair, tuning and maintenance. The drivetrain was
defined as any or all of the following: propeller; shafting; stern gland; cutlass bearing; shaft
strut; stern drive or other outdrive unit; V-drive; reduction gear; and the engine itself. The
entire drivetrain was included because its design and condition as a whole affects boat
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speed and fuel efficiency. Not included are associated systems such as the electrical system
or engine controls.
The researcher recorded the major topic(s) or theme(s) of each article on the
appropriate checklist Articles could have a single topic, or could contain several topics.
Where a theme or objective was openly stated by the article, then only that topic was
recorded. Where an objective was not stated and had to be inferred, then the author
recorded all themes known to be technically relevant to the subject at hand.
For example: a "how-to" article on the subject of propeller selection might explicitly
address the objective of top speed, and might contain no mention of the associated issue of
fuel consumption. (e.g., "How to make your boat five miles per hour faster for just
$200.") In such a case, only "speed/acceleration" would be recorded on the checklist.
Another "how to" article on the same basic subject might simply provide task-oriented,
rather than objective-oriented advice, on the assumption that the reader understands the
objectives. To give a hypothetical example: "How to remove nicks and dings from your
propeller." In this instance, the researcher would record both "speed/acceleration" and
"fuel consumption/pollution" as themes known to be relevant to the subject.
Data for the two categories of "how-to" articles were tabulated and analyzed
separately. Test 2A is, therefore, for all intents and purposes, two separate tests, involving
the same methodologies and units of analysis, but different contexts of analysis: "how-to"
articles on the subject of boat operation; and "how-to" articles on the subject of engine and
drivetrain tuning, repair, and maintenance. No reliability testing was considered necessary
for this test.
Context of Analysis for Test 28: Opinion Column
Staff-written opinion columns (i.e., "editorials" in the common sense), essays
contributed by outside writers (i.e., "op-ed" pieces) and letters-to-the-editor columns in
magazines are held to represent the explicit opinions of the writers. As such, these editorial
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formats are permitted by some editors to be more critical of the supporting industry than
ostensibly objective article types such as product reviews and other feature articles.
Magazines maintain different policies regarding the publishing of contrary opinions:
some welcome dissent, including criticism of advertisers and industry trends, and publish it
readily; others avoid publishing comments that run counter to the direct advertising interests
of the magazine. A magazine's credibility may rest upon the extent to which its editorial
policy allows the publication of opinions critical of the supporting industry or even of the
magazine itself. Some advertisers may be willing to accept a certain level of criticism in
print, because it lends credibility to any favorable editorial coverage they may receive in the
same magazine. Advertisers who are less sanguine about public criticism generally have
recourse to competing publications that avoid negative criticism, as outlets for their
promotional efforts.
A magazine's coverage of environmental issues as matters of opinion may,
therefore, be influenced by its commercial concerns and editorial policy. It was the
objective of this part of the study to test for the existence of a linkage between
environmental issues as they appeared in opinion pieces, and the obvious commercial
interests of the publishers.
Boating, Motor Boating & Sailing, and Power & Motoryacht all publish opinion
columns and letters to the editor. Each essay, and each letter to the editor, was considered
as a separate item or context for analysis for this test.
Methodology and Unit of Analysis for Test 2B: Subject. Topic. or Theme
The unit of analysis for Test 2B was the subject, topic, or theme of each opinion
item. An item could contain more than one subject, topic, or theme. As with Test 2A, a
topic checklist was developed based on a reading of opinion items in several 1995 issues of
the three magazines. The author examined every opinion item in the magazines and
identified those items addressing environmental topics.
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Each topic was judged as having a positive (+), neutral (N), or negative (-) slant,
with a positive slant implying a positive view toward environmental protection and/or
regulation. For example, an editorial column supporting the proposed EPA regulations
over allowable engine emissions represents a positive view, while a column opposing these
regulations represents a negative one. Ambiguous or mixed opinions were judged as
neutral.
Given that support for the environment has become almost a new form of American
motherhood, and that virtually no one explicitly opposes the environment, per se, it was
necessary to use support for environmentally protective regulations and restrictions as a
simplistic filter. It would not be unrealistic, for example, to imagine a writer arguing that
the EPA regulations would somehow result in an increase of pollution; ergo, he should be
permitted to continue burning huge amounts of fuel with his unregulated marine engine.
Regardless of the writer's reasoning, such an argument would be judged as a negative
opinion on the issue according to the "simplistic" view adopted for this test.
For numerical analysis, positive, neutral, and negative topic treatments were totaled
separately, and the difference between positive and negative items were calculated as a "net
balance" of positive/negative opinions on each subject identified. Neutral items were
disregarded in this summation. As a test of the author's objectivity, the research assistant
reviewed a random sample of the same opinion items and judged their treatments as
positive, neutral, or negative, for comparison against the author's results.
Context of Analysis for Test 2C: "Color"-Type Feature Articles
The main interests of power boaters, as addressed by the three magazines in this
study, focus on questions of what to buy, how to use it, and where to go. Background, or
"color"-type feature articles dealing with subjects such as boating history, personalities,
marine biology, or the environment, may therefore be considered somewhat peripheral to
the main interests of boaters. "Color" articles appear with less frequency than product-
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related and "how-to" articles, but they may nevertheless attract large readerships by virtue
of their novelty. Readers may attach particular importance to occasional coverage of
environmental topics, reasoning thus: "The magazine publishes only a small number of
environmental features in a year. One such feature focuses on one particular topic, ergo,
this topic is important."
Methodology and Unit of Analysis for Test 2C: Subject. Topic. or Theme
The magazines were searched for "color"-type feature articles explicitly addressing
environmental issues. These were assigned to categories using the same list of topics as in
Test 2B. As feature articles are, generally speaking, supposed to be objective, only the
subject matter was recorded: opinion "slant," if present, was ignored.
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CHAPTER SIX
TEST RESUI~TS
Test lA: Textual Content of Boat Test Feature Articles
This part of the study analyzed the content of 136 of the 139 feature-length boat
tests published in the three magazines during 1994. The 136 completed boat tests break
down as follows: Boating: 77 tests (average: 6.4 tests per issue); Motor Boating & Sailing:
29 tests (average: 2.4 tests per issue); and Power & Motoryacht: 30 tests (average: 2.5 tests
per issue). Boating therefore has greater influence on aggregate results than the other two
magazines. All but one of the 36 issues published by the three magazines contained boat
test features. The one exception was the January 1994 issue of Power & Motoryacht. This
was the magazine's "lO'th Anniversary Collector's Edition," and was composed entirely of
articles on major trends observed and predicted.
Three full-length tests, all from Power & Motoryacht, were omitted from the study.
In two of these instances ("Play It Again, Bob," Power & Motoryacht, June 1994, p.70;
and "Plane To See," Power & Motoryacht, September 1994, p.l06), the magazine copies
available to the author were damaged and the articles were incomplete. In the third instance
("Semper Paratus," Power & Motoryacht, May 1994, p.62), the boat tested (a U.S. Coast
Guard 41UTB utility boat) is neither designed for consumer user nor available for
consumer purchase, and the article was, for all intents and purposes, a "color"-type feature
in the guise of a boat test.
Raw data obtained from Test lA are shown in Table 6, broken out by editorial
element (i.e., headline, photo caption, etc.). Results are shown for each magazine title
individually, and as an aggregate of the three titles. These data have been converted into
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TABLE 6
SUBJECT CONTENT OF BOAT TESTS BY MAGAZINE AND EDITORIAL ELEMENT, RAW DATA
SUBJECT MAml1
BOATING
I Headhne I Subheads I Photocaps I Callouls
Number of Boal Tests: 77
Body lext
Appearance/Slyle/Design 7 5 14 0 112
IGosUEconomy 0 1 1 0 175
IEase of maintenance 0 0 6 0 96
IHandling/Seakeeping 1 2 13 1 306
IHlgn tecnnology/Modernlty 1 1 3 0 5
It.uxurv/comtort/converuence 4 s <14 0 zs s
IPediqree/Heritaqe 11 12 2 0 124
IUUletness 0 0 3 0 38
l:::iafely 0 0 1 0 43
ISpeed/Acceleration 13 14 7<1 0 195
I Strength/Ruggedness/Quality construcuon 7 5 1 1 0 <152
Accommodates related activity 13 12 21 0 157
IOlher/UnclearlDon'l know 20 23 3 0 122
TUfALS 77 81 185 1 1 ,993
POWER & MOTORYACHT Number of 80al Tests : 30
IAppearance/:::ilyle/ueslgn 4 5 31 3 77
I{;ostlcconomy 0 2 2 0 30
Ease of mainlenance 0 0 8 1 40
Handling/Seakeeping 0 2 14 2 100
High lechnology/Modernity 2 2 2 1 7
Luxury/Comtort/Convenience 3 3 68 4 162
Pedigree/Heritage 10 9 2 7 63
IUUletness 0 0 2 1 14
ISafely 0 0 8 0 35
I::speeo/Accelerallon <I 4 14 6 47
IStrength/RuggednesS/uuallly construction 1 1 7 1 66
[Accommodates relateo activity 4 4 1 b 2 50
IOther/UnclearlDon't know 5 6 4 1 46
TOTALS 32 38 177 29 737
MOTOR BOATING & SAILING Number of Boat Tests : 29
IAppearance/StylelDesign 3 7 13 1 57
,Cost/Economy 0 0 0 U <14
IEase of maintenance 0 u 0 0 20
IHandling/Seakeeping 1 <I 12 1 125
iHigh technology/Modernity 2 4 ~ 0 1 1
ILuxury/Comfort/Convenience <l 0 ~o 0 122
IPedigree/Heritage 5 6 4 1 103
uielness 0 0 0 0 12
afety 0 0 0 0 14
peed/Acceleration 5 1 1 12 0 86
trength/Ruggedness/Quality construction 3 4 3 0 98
ccomrnodates related activity 2 4 8 0 47
IUlneriUnClearluon I know 8 2 15 0 103
TOTALS 32 47 100 3 832
MAGAZINES TOTAL Number of Boat Tests : 136
Appearance/StylelDeslgn 14 17 58 4 246
ICosUEconomy 0 3 3 0 239
IEase of maintenance 0 0 14 1 156
Handling/Seakeeping 2 7 39 4 531
IHigh technology/Modernily 5 7 8 1 23
It.uxurv/comtortzconvemence 10 15 132 4 552
IPedigree/Heritage 26 27 8 8 290
QUietness 0 0 5 1 04
Safely 0 0 9 0 92
,Speed/Acceleration 21 29 99 6 328
ISirength/Ruggedness/Quality conslruction 1 1 10 21 1 516
Accommodales related activity 19 20 44 2 254
Iuther/UnclearlDon'l know 33 31 22 1 271
TOTALS 141 166 462 33 3,562
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percentage values in the same breakouts, shown in Table 7. Results from Table 7 have
been transferred to a table ofordinal ranking, Table 8, which lists in order the top five
categories for each editorial element at each magazine and for the aggregate of the three
magazines. Where either the "Luxury" or "Speed" categories do not appear among the top
five, their ordinal rank is indicated by the phrase "Other Rank" in Table 8. In the following
discussion it will be useful to refer to all three of these tables.
The "Other" (default) category proved to be the most common headline designation
across all three magazines (23%). This does not appear to be due to a failure in category
defmition, given the fact that "Other" appears among the top five categories for body text
only once at any magazine. Rather, it appears indicative that headline writers at these
magazines place low priority upon clarity, and high priority on "cuteness." Typical
examples of "cuteness" in boat test headlines which convey little or no information to the
reader include: "USA Today" (Boating, January 1994, p.lOO) and "Dream On" (Power &
Motoryacht, June 1994, p.64).
To return to the data: the "Pedigree" category was the second most common for
headlines across the three magazines (18%). "Speed" appeared third, accounting for 15
percent of the headlines. "Luxury" did not make the top five: with just 7 percent of the
total, it was the seventh most common of headline themes.
Breaking out the individual magazines, one finds that neither "Speed" nor "Luxury"
top the list of popular headline themes at any magazine. "Speed" appears in two-way ties
for second place at both Boating and Motor Boating & Sailing, and is tied for fifth place at
Power & Motoryacht. "Luxury" appears no higher than a tie for fourth place at Motor
Boating & Sailing and in seventh place in the other two magazines.
Results were roughly similar for subheads. Again, "Other" was the most
frequently assigned category in the aggregate data, while the positions of "Speed" and
"Luxury" moved up one ordinal rank apiece, compared to the headline rankings, to second
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TABLE 7
SUBJECT CONTENT OF BOAT TESTS BY MAGAZINE AND EDITORIAL ELEMENT, IN PERCENTAGES
sUBJECT MATTER
BOATING
I ~eadhne I SUb!leads
Number of Boat Tests: 77
Photocaps Callouts Body text
Appearance/:stylelDesign 9.09% 6.17% 7.57% 0.00% 5.62%
ICost/Economy 0.00% 1.23% 0.54% 0.00% 8.78%
Ease of maintenance 0.00% 0.00% 3.24% 0.00% 4.82%
IHanallngt::ieaKeep,ng 1.30% 2.47% 7.03% 100.00% 15.35%
High technology/Moaernlty l.~u% 1.2~% 1.62% O.UU% u.25%
t.uxurv/comtort/conventence 5.19% 7.41 Va 18.380/0 u.UO% 1~.45%
edigree/Hentage 14.29% 14.81% 1.08% 0.00% 6.22%
QUietness 0.00% 0.00% 1.62% 0.00% 1.91%
Safety 0.00% 0.00% 0.54% 0.00% 2.16%
Speed/Acceleration 16.88% 17.28% 39.46% 0.00% 9.78%
I:strength/Ruggedness/Quality construction 9.09% 6.17% 5.95% 0.00% 17 .66%
Accommodales relate<l activity 16.88% 14 .81% 11.35% 0.00% 7.88%
[Other/Unclear/Don't know 25.97% 28.40% 1.62% 0.00% 6.12%
lUI AL.:> luu.uu% 1uu.uu% 1oo.oov, 1uu.00% 100.00%
POWER & MOTORYACIiT Number of Boat Tests' 30
IAppe arance/Style/Oesiqn 12 .50% 13.16% 17 .51% lu.<l4% lu.4o%
Ic.;ostlE:conomy 0.00% 5. !6% 1.13% o.ooss 4 .Uf%
Ease of maintenance 0.00% O. 0% 4.52% 3.45% 5.43%
Handling/:seakeeping 0.00% 5. 6% 7.91% 6.90% 13.57%
High technology/Modernity 6.25% 5. !6% 1.13% 3.45% 0.95%
Luxury/Comfort/Convenience 9.38% 7.89% 38.42% 13.79% 21.98%
IPedigree/Heritage 31.25% 23 .68% 1.13% 24.14% 8.55%
IQUietness 0.00% 0.00% 1.13% 3.40% 1.9U%
l:satety 0.00% o.00% 4.52% u.uu% 4.75%
I:speed/Accelerallon 9.38% 10. 53% 7.91 Va 20. b9% b.<lll%
I:strength/HuggeClness/Quallty construction 3.13% 2. 53% 3.95% 3.45% 8.96%
[Accommodates rerateo activity 12.50% 10.53% 8.47% 6.90% b.fll%
Iuther/Unclear/Don't know 15.63% 15.79% 2.26% 3.45% 6.24%
TOTALS 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
MOTOR BOATING & SAILING Number of Boat Tests' 29
IAppearance/:style/Design 9.38% 14.89% 13.00% 33.33% 6.85%
Icost/ t::conomy U.UO% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 4.09%
It::ase ot maintenance 0.00% 0.00% .00% 0.00% 2.40%
I HanClllng/:seaKeep,ng 3.13% 6.38% 1 .00% 33 .33% 15 .02%
IHigh technology/MoClerOily 6.25% 8.51% .00% 0.00% 1.32%
I t.uxuryicomtornconvemence 9.~8% 12.77% 31 .00% 0.00% 14 .66%
[Pedlqree/Herltaqe 15.63% 12.77% 4.00% 33 .33% 12 .38%
IQuietness 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.44%
ISafety 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.68%
ISpeed/Acceleration 15.63% 23.40% 12.00% 0.00% 10.34%
I Strength/Ruggedness/Quality construction 9.38% 8.51% 3.00% 0.00% 11.78%
[Accommodates relaled activity 6.25% a.stss a.ooss U.UU% 5.65%
Iother/Unclear/Don t know zs.ooss 4.~b% is .ooss o.ooss rz.asss
TOTALS 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% roo.ooss
MAGAZINES TOTAL Number of Boat Tests ' 136
Appearance/:styleIDesign 9.93% 10.24% 12.55% 12.12% 6.91%
ICost/Economy 0.00% 1.81% 0.65% 0.00% 6.71%
Ease of maintenance 0.00% 0.00% 3.03% 3.03% 4.38%
Handling/:seakeeplng 1.42% 4.22% 8.44% 12.12% 14.91%
High technology/Modernity ~.55% 4.22% 1.73% 3.03% 0.65%
ILuxurv/Corntort/Convenience 7.U9% 9.u4% 2ll.57% 12.12% 15.50%
II-'eolgree/Hentage 11$.44 Vo 1 .Zf% 1.7<1% 24 .~4% 1$.14%
IQUietness 0.00% 0.00% 1.08% 3.03% 1.80%
l:Safety 0.00% 0.00% 1.95% 0.00% 2.58%
I:speeCl/Acceleratlon 14.B9% 1 .47 Va 21.4~% 1B.1B% 9.21%
I:strength/Ruggedness/Quality construction 7.80% 6.02% 4.55% 3.03% 14.49%
Accommodates related activity 13.48% 12 .05% 9.52% 6.06% 7.13%
IOther/UnclearlDon't know 23 .40% 18.67% 4.76% 3.03% 7.61%
TOTALs 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
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TABLE 8
SUBJECT CONTENT OF BOAT TESTS BY MAGAZINE AND EDITORIAL ELEMENT, ORDINAL RANKING
IORDINAL RANK IHEADLINES
BOATING
ISUBHEADS IPHOTOCJIPS ICAI.1.OUTS IOOOYTEXT
1 Other Other Speed N/A Strength
2 Speed Speed Luxury IN/A Handling
Related Activity
(tie)
3 Pedigree Related Aclivlly N/A Luxury
Related Activity
(tie)
4 'Pedigree Appearance IN/A Speed
5 Appearance Luxury IHandling N/A Cost
Strength
(tie)
Other Rank Luxury (7)
POWER & MOTORYACHT
1 Pedigr ee [Pediqree Luxury [Ped iqree Luxury
2 Other Other Appearance Speed Handling
3 Appearance Appearance Related Activity Luxury Appearance
Related Activity
(tie)
4 Speed Handl ing Appearance Strength
Related Activity Speed
(tie) (tie)
5 ILuxury Handling Pedigree
Speed Related Activity
(tie) (tie)
Other Hank Luxury (6) Speed (7)
MOTOR BOATING & SAILING
1 Other Speed Luxury N/A Handling
2 Pedigree Appearance Other N/A Luxury
Speed
(tie)
3 [Luxury Appearance N/A Pedigree
Pedigree Other
(tie) (lie)
4 Appearance Handling N/A
Luxury Speed
(tie) (tie)
5 High Technology N/A Strength
Related Activity
Strength (3X tie)
Other Rank Speed (6)
COMBINED MAGAZINES
1 Other Other Luxury N/A Luxury
2 [Pediqree .Speed Speed N/A Handling
Strength
(tie)
3 Speed Pedigree Appearance N/A
4 Related Activity Related Activity Related Activity N/A Speed
5 Appearance Appearance ,Handling N/A Pedigree
Other Rank Luxury (7) Luxury (6)
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and sixth place respectively. Results are largely comparable in the breakouts of the
individual magazines.
"Luxury" and "Speed" were more prominent themes of photo captions, ranking
first and second (29% and 21% of total), respectively, in the aggregate data. Power&
Motoryacht and MotorBoating & Sailing both gave luxury primacy of place in their photo
captions, while "Speed" appeared in a fourth-place tie at both magazines. "Speed" was the
most frequently used theme for photo captions at Boating, followed by "Luxury" in second
place. Boating maintains a policy to record a boat's top speed in the photo captions of
nearly every boat test.
Of the total 33 callouts found in the 136 boat tests, 29 were in Power&
Motoryacht. The other magazines avoid callouts as a design element in boat tests, and
apparently resort to their use only when an unexpected gap must be filled late in the layout
process. "Pedigree" was the most common theme of callouts in Power& Motoryacht
(24%), followed by "Speed" in second place (21 %) and "Luxury" in third place (14%).
A total of 3,562 body text referents were recorded for all boat tests in all magazines.
"Luxury" referents, accounting for 16 percent of the total, were the most common,
followed by "Handling" and "Strength" tied for second place at 14 percent each. "Speed"
was the fourth most commonly addressed topic, accounting for 9 percent of the total.
Examining body text references amongst the individual magazines, the highest
ranking of the "Speed" category was fourth place in Boating. "Speed" ranked sixth at
Motor Boating & Sailing and seventh at Power& Motoryacht. "Luxury" was the most
common reference in Power& Motoryacht. "Luxury" placed second at MotorBoating &
Sailing, and third at Boating.
The results of Test 1A are displayed graphically in Figure 1 through Figure 6.
Figures 1,2,3, and 5 show the breakdowns between topic references at the three
magazines individually, for headlines, subheads, photo captions, and body text,
respectively. Figure 4 shows the breakdown for callouts at Power& Motoryacht only, as
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FIGURE 3
THEMATIC CONTENT OF BOAT TEST PHOTO CAPTIONS, BY MAGAZINE
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FIGURE 4
THEMATIC CONTENT OF BOAT TEST CALLOUTS, Power & Motoryacht ONLY
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FIGURE 5
THEMATIC CONTENT OF BOAT TEST BODY TEXT, BY MAGAZINE
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FIGURE 6
THEMATIC CONTENT OF BOAT TESTS, BY EDITORIAL ELEMENT, ALL MAGAZINES
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the other two magazines use almost no callouts in boat tests. Using aggregate data for all
magazines, Figure 6 compares the relative emphasis placed on the various topic categories
across the five types of editorial elements (headline, subhead, photo caption, callout, and
body text). This figure clearly illustrates that, while certain topic categories are given more
emphasis than others, no one category dominates the textual content of boat tests in
general.
Even if one combines the data for "Luxury" and "Speed," the two categories fail to
dominate any of the different units of analysis. Within the field of photo captions, the sum
of "Luxury" and "Speed" accounts for 50 percent of all topic references: this was the
highest combined value in any field. For the other four editorial elements, the sums of the
"Luxury" and "Speed" categories are: Headlines-22%; Subheads-27%; Callouts-30%;
Body Text-25%.
The results ofTest lA therefore fail to support the first clause of Working
Hypothesis #1, but lend moderate support to the second clause. Far from dominating
editorial coverage on the comparative merits of power boats, discussions of speed and
horsepower are generally of secondary importance at most, and are frequently of low
priority compared to other boat characteristics and qualities. Discussions of luxury,
comfort, and convenience features, as the most frequent topic in photo captions and body
text, are accorded editorial prominence, but this is in the form ofa weak plurality, and it
cannot be said that they dominate coverage.
Reliability testing tends to support these findings. A research assistant (Tester #2)
analyzed 14 randomly selected boat tests, for a 10 percent sample of the total. The
tabulated results were compared against those generated by the authorllead researcher
(Tester #1) for the same 14 tests. As shown in Tables 9 and 10, the greatest disparity
between the researchers appears within the context of headlines, on the topic of
"Appearance," where the results of Tester #2 exceed those of Tester #1 by 15 percentage
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TABLE 9
RELIABILITY TESTING OF SUBJECT CONTENT OF BOAT TESTS, RAW DATA
Tester #1 = lead researcher; Tester #2 =assistant
Total Boat Tests Compared: 14
Headlines Headlines Subheads Subheads Photocaps Photocaps Callouts Callouts Body text eocv text
SUBJECT IV1ATTER Tester #1 Tester #2 Tester #1 Tester #2 Tester #1 Tester #2 Tester #1 Tester #2 Tester #1 Tester #2
Appearance/::ityle/Deslgn 1 5 1 4 5 7 1 1 32 58
vost/Economy 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 22 20
Ease of maintenance 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 20 1 7
Handllng/::ieakeepmg 0 0 1 1 4 7 0 0 46 44
.High technology/Modernity 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 15
:Luxury/l;omforUConvenience 1 2 1 1 18 8 1 1 60 32
Pedigree/Heritage 4 3 5 5 4 1 2 3 39 45
IQuietness 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 7 5
[Satety 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 8 15
ISpeed/Acceleratlon 1 3 0 2 9 1 0 0 26 22
IStrengtn/t-wggedness/uuallty construction 1 1 2 3 1 0 1 1 43 42
Accommodates related activity 2 3 3 3 5 7 1 1 36 45
Other/Unclear/Don't know 4 3 3 1 3 0 0 0 24 1 7
TOTALS 14 22 1 6 21 53 37 6 7 364 377
~
I
TABLE 10
RELIABILITY TESTING OF SUBJECT CONTENT OF BOAT TESTS, IN PERCENTAGES
Tester #1 = lead researcher; Teste r #2 = assistant
Total Boat Tests Compared : 14
Headlines Headlines Subheads ~ubheads t-'hotocaps photocaps canours canouts Body text Body text
SUBJECT MATTER Tester #1 Tester #2 Tester #1 Tester #2 Tester #1 Tester #2 Tester #1 Tester #2 Tester #1 Tester #2
Appearance/Style/Design 7.14% 22.73 % 6.25% 19.05 % 9.43% 18.92% 16.67% 14.29% 8.79% 15.38 %
Cost/Economy 0.00% 4.55% 0.00% 4.76% 0.00% 2.70% 0.00% 0.00% 6.04% 5.31%
Ease of maintenance 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 3.77% 2.70% 0.00% 0.00% 5.49 % 4.51%
Handllng/seakeeping 0.00% 0.00% 6.25% 4.76% 7.55% 18.92 % 0.00% 0.00% 12.64% 11.57 %
High technology/Modernity 0.00% 4.55% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.27 % 3.98%
jLuxur y/Comfort/convenience 7.14% 9.09% 6.25% 4.76% 33.95 % 21.62% 16.57% 14.29% 16.48% 8.49%
Pedigree/Heritage 28.5 70/0 13.64% 31.25 % 23.81% 7.55% 2.70% 33.33% 42.86% 10.71 % 11.94%
[Quietness 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.89% 2.70% 0.00% 0.00% 1.92% 1.33%
[Safety 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.89% 8.11% 0.00% 0.00% 2.20% 3.98%
Ispeed /Acceleration 7.14% 13.64% 0.00% 9.52% 16.98 % 2.70% 0.00% 0.00% 7.14% 5.84%
IStrength/Ruggedness/Qua lity construction 7.14% 4.55% 12.50% 14.29% 1.89% 0.00% 16.67% 14.29% 11.81 % 11.14%
Accommodates related activity 14,29% 13.54% 18.75% 14.29% 9.43% 18.92% 16.57 % 14.29% 9.89% 11.94 %
Other/Unclear/Don't know 28.57% 13.64% 18.75% 4.76% 5,66% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 6.59 % 4.51%
TOTALS 100 .00 % 100 .00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00 % 100 .00% 100.00% 100.00%
points. Across all categories and all editorial elements, the average discrepancy is only
3.45 percentage points.
In the most data-rich field, that of body text, the maximum discrepancy is 8
percentage points, in the "Luxury" category, followed by "Appearance" at 7 percentage
points. The results of reliability testing of body text content are displayed graphically in
Figure 7. It will readily be seen that, with the two exceptions noted above, differences
between the researchers are small. It may also be noted that the two discrepancies may
roughly cancel each other out It is possible that some items interpreted as "Appearance"
by Tester #2 were interpreted as "Luxury" by Tester #1. That Tester #2 generated a higher
score for "Appearance" in the headline section of the test lends support to this notion.
Tester #2 generated lower values for both "Luxury" and "Speed" than Tester #1 in
the body text section of the test, although the discrepancy in the latter category is only of 1
percentage point. Reliability testing therefore tends to support the fmding stated above, that
speed and luxury do not dominate the textual content of boat tests.
Test Ill: Photographic Content of Boat Test Feature Articles
The results of Test 1B are summarized in Table 11. The 77 boat tests in Boating,
included a total of 141 major photos and 258 minor photos. Power & Motoryacht
published a total of 52 major photos and 111 minor photos in the 30 boat tests analyzed.
Of the 29 boat tests in Motor Boating & Sailing, there were 60 major photos and 87 minor
photos. Combined totals for the 136 boat tests are: 253 major photos (36%) and 456 minor
photos (64%). Following the methodology described in Chapter Five, all photos of
engines are excluded from these figures.
Reviewing the data in Table 11, it is immediately clear that the quality of speed is
given higher prominence in major photos than in minor photos. Among all three
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TABLE 11
"SPEED SYMBOLS" IN BOAT TEST PHOTOGRAPHY
I
~
I
-SpeedSymbols No speed symbols ISubtotals
# % # % # %
BOATING If;I!ajor photos 76 77 .55% 65 21 .59% 141 35 .34%
Minor photos 22 22 .45 % 236 78.41 % 258 64.66%
[Eroat Tests: 77 Total 98 100 .00% 301 100 .00% 399 100 .00%
Speed Symbols No speed symbols Subtotals
# % # % # %
MOTOR BOATING Major photos 43 87.76% 17 17.35% 60 40 .82%
& SAILING Minor photos 6 12.24% 81 82 .65% 87 59 .18%
Boat Tests: 29 Total 49 100 .00 % 98 100 .00 % 147 100 .00 %
ISpeed Symbols No speed symbols ISubtotals
# % # % # %
P.)\'VEP & Major photos 20 57 .14 0/0 32 25.00% 52 31.90%
MOTORYACKT Minor photos 15 42.86% 96 75 .00% 1 11 68 .10%
Boat Tests: 30 Total 35 100 .00% 128 100 .00% 163 100.00%
ISpeed symbols No speed symbols [Subtotals
# % # % # %
TOTALS: Major photos 139 76.37% 114 21.63% 253 35.68%
all magazines Minor photos 43 23 .63% 413 78.37% 456 64 .32%
Boat Tests: 136 Total 182100.00% 527100 .00% 709100 .00%
rs-peed Symbols No Speed Symbols Totals
AVERAGES PER Major photos 1.02 0.84 1.86
BOATTEST Minor photos 0.32 3.04 3.35
Total 1.34 3.88 5.21
IWlth speed !Nospeed
BOATING symbols symbols Total
Of major photos 53 .90% 46.10% 100.00%
Of minor photos 8.53% 91.47 % 100 .00 %
Of total 24 .56% 75.44% 100.00%
MUTUR BUAI INC;] IWith speed Nospeed
& SAILING symbols symbols Total
Uf major photos 71.67% 28.33% 100.00%
Of minor photos 6.90% 93.10% 100.00%
Of total 33.33 % 66.67% 100.00%
t-'UWEK& IWlth speed Nospeea
MOTORYACKT symbols symbols Total
Uf major photos 38.46% 61.54% 100.00%
Of minor photos 13.51 % 86.49 % 100.00%
Of total 21.47% 78.53% 100.00%
IUIAL::; With speed INospeed
ALL MAGAZINES symbols symbols Total
Ut major photos 54.94% 45.06% 100.00%
Of minor photos 9.43% 90.57% 100.00%
Of total 25 .67% 74 .33% 100.00%
magazines, 55 percent of major photos contain one or more of the "speed symbols"
previously identified, compared to 9 percent of minor photos that do so.
Speed symbols are found in a majority of major photos in two magazines: Boating
(54%) and Motor Boating & Sailing (72%). In Power & Motoryacht, speed symbols were
found in 38 percent of major photos. The magazines were more consistent in their use of
speed symbols in minor photos. Speed symbols were found in 9 percent of minor photos
in Boating; 14 percent of minor photos in Power & Motoryacht; and 7 percent of minor
photos in Motor Boating & Sailing. Although a tally was not maintained, it was observed
that the most common subject of minor photos was the boats' interior appointments.
Aggregating test results for major and minor photos at all three magazines, 26 percent were
found to contain speed symbols, and 74 percent to lack them. Results of Test IB are
displayed graphically in Figure 8.
It was observed that boat test features in Boating follow a layout formula from
which the magazine rarely departs. Each test begins with a major photo which, in almost
all cases, contains speed symbols. Speed symbols are generally absent in a second major
photo and in most minor photos, of which there are an average of 3.4 per article. Minor
photos in Boating mainly depict interior appointments. The other two magazines are more
flexible in their photo layouts and do not so readily lend themselves to typification.
Of the 709 photos analyzed, one instance of an unanticipated but undeniable symbol
of speed was observed in one minor photo ("Big Heat," Boating, July 1994, p.72). The
subject of the photo is an emblem painted on the side of a boat in the form of the
international "do not" traffic symbol (a diagonal slash within a circle), superimposed over
the figure "55." The emblem may be interpreted as meaning "no speed limits," and this
interpretation is consistent with the high speed design objective of the boat on which it
appeared. This photo was counted as containing a speed symbol. With this one exception,
only photos containing at least one of the three speed symbols previously identified (i.e., a
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FIGURE 8
"SPEED CONTENT" OF BOAT TEST PHOTOS, ALL MAGAZINES
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prominent wake; model's hair flying in the breeze; and/or the boat riding "on plane") were
counted as being indicative of the quality of speed.
There was in general little difficulty differentiating between photos containing speed
symbols and those lacking them. In most photos depicting boats under way, they were
clearly either going quickly, as indicated by the prominent presence of one or more of the
speed symbols, or they were not, and the element of subjectivity was felt to be small.
This is confirmed by reliability testing, the results of which are shown in Table 12
and Figure 9. The same 14 boat tests subjected to reliability testing for Test IA were
subjected to reliability testing for Test 1B. The results generated by Tester #2 showed that
58 percent of major photos and 8 percent of minor photos contained speed symbols. For
the aggregate of all photos, 21 percent were found to contain symbols of speed.
The results generated by Tester #2 differ from those generated by Tester #1 for the
same 14 boat tests by one percentage point for minor photos (8% of photos showing speed
symbols, versus 9%, respectively); by 12 percentage points for major photos (58% versus
46%, respectively); and by one percentage point for the aggregate ofall photos (21%
versus 20%, respectively). Even for major photos, the discrepancy seems to be within
acceptable limits, for it may be said of both sets of results that "roughly half' of the major
photos contain speed symbols.
Test IB therefore provides lukewarm support at best for Working Hypothesis #1.
While roughly half of the major photos seem to glorify speed, half do not. Furthermore,
the great majority (nine tenths) of minor photos are concerned with themes other than
speed. Combined, only one fifth of all photos contain speed symbols. Although the
higher percentage of speed symbols in major photos compared to minor photos does lend
some support to the hypothesis, it is not entirely persuasive. It may certainly be concluded
that speed does not dominate the visual imagery in boat tests. Test 1B therefore fails to
support a strict reading of Worki ng Hypothesis #1.
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TABLE 12
RELIABILITY TESTING OF "SPEED SYMBOL" COUNTING IN BOAT TEST PHOTOGRAPHY
Tester #1 = lead researcher; Tester #2 = assistant
Total Boat Tests Compared: 14
I
-.....l
.......
I Tester #1 Speed Nospeed
TOTALS ACROSS symbols symbols Total
[Major photos 45.83 % 54.17% 100 .00%
IMinor photos 9.26% 90.74 % 100.00%
All photos 19.5 1% 80.49 % 100 .00%
Tester #1 Speed Nospeed
TOTALS DOWN symbols symbols
~aJor photos 68 .75% 20.97%
Minor photos 31.25 % 79.03 %
iotal 100.00% 100.00%
I ester 112 Speed Nospeed
TOTALS ACROSS symbols symbols Total
Major photos 57 .89% 42.11 % 100.00%
Minor photos 7.94% 92.06 % 100.00%
IAII photos 20.51 % 79.49 % 100 .00%
Tester #2 Speed Nospeed
TOTALS DOWN symbols symbols
Major pnotos 68.75% 12.12 %
Minor photos 31.25 % 87.88 %
Total 100.00% 100 .00%
Tester #1 : Major Photos
~ Tester #2: Major Photos
N
I
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Summary of Tests lA and IB:
Textual and Photographic Content of Boat Test Features
Neither Test lA nor Test IB provides much support for the hypothesis that the
quality of speed would dominate editorial coverage of the comparative merits of power
boats. In the textual content of boat test features, qualities related to luxury, comfort, and
convenience are accorded the greatest prominence, while speed and horsepower are, in
most instances, of secondary or lesser importance, and are most often subordinate to
qualities related to handling and seakeeping, and to features of the boats' construction
methods and materials.
Although the "Luxury/Comfort/Convenience" category includes many references to
boat features or qualities that may be associated with high fuel consumption, as described
in Chapter Two, many of the text referents assigned to this category did not imply such an
association. For example, provisions for gear storage, a referent that was recorded
consistently as belonging to the "Luxury/Comfort/Convenience" category, was a topic
discussed in most boat tests. Boats are rarely designed larger than they would otherwise be
specifically to provide additional gear storage: rather, designers generally try to design as
much gear storage as possible within a given size boat. Such storage merely constitutes an
efficient use of space, adding neither weight nor volume to a boat Consequently, it
imposes no penalty upon fuel economy. The high ranking of the "luxury" category in the
textual content of boat tests should, therefore, not necessarily be interpreted as widespread
editorial support for an environmentally negative characteristic.
Given the high percentage of speed symbols in major photos, and accepting the
assumption that large photos have a greater cognitive impact than smaller ones, it may be
said that speed represents an important, though not a dominant, role in the visual imagery
accompanying boat tests. The inclusion of engine photos in the analysis would likely have
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strengthened this finding. Although the study did not systematically analyze photographs
for content other than speed, it was observed that comfort and convenience were prominent
subjects among the visual images displayed.
Test 2A: Content of "flow-To" Articles
As shown in Table 13, a total of 167 "how to" items were found concerning engine
and drivetrain repair, tuning, and maintenance, consisting of 83 items in Boating, 19 items
in Power & Motoryacht, and 65 items in Motor Boating & Sailing. Combining the data
from the three magazines, reliability of operation was found to be the most frequently
addressed topic or objective, accounting for 38 percent of all items. Tuning for speed was
the second most common topic, accounting for 17 percent, followed by procedures to
achieve fuel economy and/or control pollution, at 11 percent.
Breaking out data for the individual titles, reliability was the most frequently
addressed topic in Boating (42%), followed by speed (22%). Fuel economy/pollution
control was the fourth most common topic in Boating, tied with the topic of noise and
vibration reduction, with 8 percent of the coverage. In Motor Boating & Sailing, reliability
again took primacy of place (37%), followed by "Other" (14%) and fuel economy/pollution
control (12%), while speed rated a fifth-place tie, at 9 percent. In Power & Motoryacht,
speed was the most common topic (26%), followed by fuel economy/pollution control
(21%). The results are displayed graphically in Figure 10.
Instruction in boat operation is given low priority as a subject for editorial coverage
by the magazines. Among the 36 issues reviewed, only 47 items were found, as shown in
Table 14. This might be explained as a function of the magazines' commercial interests:
there seem to be relatively few opportunities to incorporate product information in articles
of this sort, compared to maintenance-related articles, in which specific product information
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TABLE 13
DRIVETRAIN MAINTENANCE OBJECTIVES IN "HOW-TO" ARTICLES
fuel economy! noise &
pollution ease of vibration reliability! speed!
Magazine control maintenance reduction longevity safety acceleration other TOTALS
I
-....J
UI number 7 1 35
1 2 .4 1 ~ 1- 21 .6~:a1 1 3I percentage 8.43 % 1.20% 8.43% 42 .17% 15.66%
number 8 7 5 24 6
9 .23:a1
9
percentage 12 .31 % 10.77% 7.69% 36.92 % 9.23 % 13.85 %
number 4 1 1 3 3 5 2
percentage 21 .05 % 5.26% 5.26% 15.79 % 15.79 % 26.32% 10.53%
number 1 9 9 1 3 62 1 1 29 24
percentage 11.38% 5.39% 7.78% 37.13% 6.59% 17 .37% 14.37%
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TABLE 14
BOAT HANDLING OBJECTIVES IN "HOW-TO" ARTICLES
dOCking! J safety : Iboat comfort/ launchingl fuel related safety of personal
Magazine handling convenience anchoring economy navigating activities environment and boat speed other TOTALS
can be easily incorporated. The operation-related articles thus seem to offer publishers little
opportunity to ingratiate themselves with advertisers.
Docking, launching, and anchoring (and including mooring and trailering as related
topics) were the most frequently addressed subjects of boat operation, accounting for 40
percent of the 47 items recorded. This was followed by safety (personal and boat), which
accounted for 30 percent. No other category exceeded 10 percent of the total. The
objectives of speed and fuel economy were given equally low priority, with just two items
each (4% each), while environmental safety was not addressed at all in the "how to"
format. Results are displayed graphically in Figure 11.
Test 2A fails to support Working Hypothesis #2. In the "maintenance" section of
the test, fuel economy and pollution control account for 11 percent of all items-a not-
insignificant amount, considering the obvious priority of reliability as an objective of
maintenance, as well as the multiplicity of other relevant subjects for discussion. Although
the magazines accord lower priority to the objectives of fuel economy and pollution control
than to the attainment of speed, it cannot be said that they "downplay the horsepower-
dependent issues of fuel consumption and hydrocarbon emissions."
The magazines also do not "emphasize (those) marine-environmental issues which
do not impinge upon the enjoyment or the sales of high-speed, high-horsepower boats."
The results of the "operations" section of Test 2A show that safety-of-environment issues
were not addressed at all, while fuel economy was addressed a small number of times.
Test 2B: Content of Opinion Articles
The three boating magazines published 25 opinion items on environmental matters
in their 36 issues during 1994, consisting of both letters to the editor and "editorial"
opinion columns or essays. Power& Motoryacht published 15 items; Boating published
nine; and Motor Boating& Sailing published one. Several of the items included
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FIGURE 11
TOPICS OF "HOW-TO" ARTICLES ON BOAT OPERATION, BY MAGAZINE
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expressions of opinion on more than one subject, so that a total of 47 environmental subject
references were recorded, as shown in Table 15. Of the 47 references, 34 appeared in
Power & Motoryacht; twelve appeared in Boating; and one appeared in Motor Boating &
Sailing.
The results of Test 2B indicate that the magazines publish reasonably balanced,
albeit shallow, coverage of opinions on environmental issues, with a slight leaning toward
opinions expressing support for environmental protection. As shown in the bottom right
cell of Table 15, of the 47 environmental topic references, 19 expressed negative opinions
(i.e., anti-regulation stances), five expressed neutral or mixed opinions, and 23 expressed
positive opinions (i.e., pro-regulation stances), for a net balance of four positive opinions.
Engine emissions and fuel profligacy were the most frequently addressed issues,
accounting for 43 percent and 23 percent, respectively, of all environmental opinions
expressed in the three magazines. Other issues addressed include: other pollution (i.e., all
types of marine pollution with the exception of debris, engine emissions, and other sources
of hydrocarbons: 11% of references); fish stocks (6%); "other issues" (6%); other species
(i.e., excluding marine mammals and fish stocks: 4%); boat sewage, noise, and non-engine
hydrocarbon sources (2% each). The following marine-environment issues were not
addressed in any opinion items: disposal of debris; land use associated with boating; and
safety of marine mammals.
In Power & Motoryacht, engine emissions and fuel consumption were the two
issues most frequently addressed. Overall opinion coverage in this magazine was quite
balanced, with a net score of + I (i.e., in favor of environmental regulation or protection)
from a total of 34 references. In Boating, engine emissions accounted for seven of the
twelve references, while no other issue was addressed more than twice. The net balance in
Boating was +3. Motor Boating & Sailing essentially ignores the environment as a topic of
published opinion. The single reference was a neutral or mixed opinion on the subject of
engine emissions. Results of this test are shown graphically in Figure 12.
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TABLE 15
"SLANT" OF ENVIRONMENTAL SUBJECTS ADDRESSED IN OPINION COLUMNS
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These results were supported by reliability testing. Tester #2 reviewed five of the
opinion items analyzed by Tester #1, for a 20 percent sample. Tester #2 identified 15 topic
references in the five items, compared to Tester #I's identification of 13 references. The
testers agreed in their identifications of nine topic references, including at least one topic
identification in each opinion item. In none of the nine instances where the testers agreed
on the topic identification did they disagree on the positive/negative slant of the opinion.
Test 2B therefore fails to support Working Hypothesis #2. In contrast to stated
expectations, the magazines address the issues of fuel consumption and engine emissions
more frequently than those environmental issues that might be thought to be commercially
less uncomfortable for their publishers.
Test 2C: Content of "Color" -Type Features on Environmental Issues
As shown in Table 16, environmental issues were addressed in "color-type feature
articles just 15 times by the three magazines over a full year. Power& Motoryacht
accounted for eleven (73%) of those instances. For the combined data for all magazines,
the subject of fish stocks was addressed most often (four instances), followed by engine
emissions (three instances). Results are displayed graphically in Figure 13.
Test 2C fails to support Working Hypothesis #2. Although environmental issues in
general are given little emphasis as feature topics in the magazines, the commercially
sensitive issue of engine emissions is not notably avoided.
Summary of Tests 2A, 2B, and 2C:
Content of "How-To," Opinion, and "Color" Articles
Tests 2A, 2B, and 2C all fail to support Working Hypothesis #2. As shown in the
context of two kinds of "how-to" articles, concerning engine and drivetrain maintenance
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and repairs, and boat operation, the magazines do not notably avoid the issues of fuel
economy and engine emissions. In the context of letters to the editor and opinion essays
(i.e., "editorials"), fuel economy and engine emissions are given relatively high priority as
compared to other environmental issues, while the opinions expressed appear to be evenly
balanced between "pro-environment" and "anti-regulation" messages, with a slight leaning
toward the former. "Color"-type feature articles on environmental subjects represent a
scanty context for analysis, but in considering the data available, it cannot be said that the
magazines avoid horsepower-related environmental issues in preference for non-
horsepower related issues.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
SUMMARY AND GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
Summary of Test Results
The results of the research support neither of the study's two working hypotheses;
therefore the main hypothesis must be rejected. The results of Test IA, analyzing the
textual content of boat test feature articles, suggest that, as a group, Boating, Motor
Boating & Sailing, and Power & Motoryacht do not emphasize high horsepower and high
speed as primary or dominating positive values. Rather, these qualities are presented as
just two among several important values by which boats may be compared. Other values
that constitute important bases for comparison include: luxury; convenience; seakeeping
ability; quality of construction; and design pedigree. The characteristic of luxury, which,
like high speed, is associated with high levels of fuel consumption and engine emissions, is
likewise presented as one of several important qualities, but not a primary or dominant one.
The photographic content of boat test features tends to promote the positive value of
speed to a greater extent than is done by their textual content, as shown by the results of
Test IB. It cannot be said, however, that speed dominates the editorial message.
Both parts ofTest 2A, analyzing different types of "how-to" articles, indicate that
issues of fuel profligacy and engine emissions are not specifically avoided by the
magazines, while the results of Tests 2B and 2C, analyzing opinion columns and feature
articles on environmental issues, respectively, suggest that, to the extent that the magazines
do address the environment directly, the specific topics of fuel consumption and engine
emissions are addressed more frequently and more fairly than might have been expected,
given the commercial objectives of the magazines' publishers.
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General Conclusions
The three magazines that are the subjects of this study have the widest circulation of
all domestic consumer power boating magazines, with an average monthly reach of more
than four million readers, and sizable market share. It has been suggested that these
magazines serve as gatekeepers of a sort, defining major issues and terms of discourse
throughout the consumer boating market. Even if they do not play such a role, their
influence is undeniable, given their wide market reach.
Differences in attitude and editorial approach to environmental issues would
certainly be found among the more than 50 magazines targeted at the North American
consumer boating market, shown in Table 1. Sea Kayaker, for example, tends to be
particularly strong in its support of the environment, while one suspects that a magazine
titled Hot Boat would be somewhat less so.
The study suggests that magazines with substantial influence in the power boat
market tend not to promote environmentally harmful behaviors to an undue degree. One
might argue that any promotion of power boating in its presently popular form is a
promotion of environmentally harmful behavior. The joined qualities of luxury, comfort,
and convenience are accorded high priority by the magazines, and to the extent that these
qualities may be associated with high fuel consumption, then the magazines seem to be
guilty of this charge. But after acknowledging that the raisons d'etre of the three magazines
are to promote the objectives of their advertisers, it cannot be said that they glorify specific
behaviors that might result in the degradation of the marine environment. All three
magazines present fuel consumption as an important element for consideration by
consumers, including fuel economy data in tabular and/or chart formats in boat test articles
to permit easy comparisons between boat models. All three seem to present issues of boat
control, handling, and seakeeping as being more important for a buyer's consideration than
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those of top speed and acceleration. Two of the three promote reliability as a more
important objective of drivetrain repair and maintenance than speed.
The results of the study suggest that the consumer boating press maintains
reasonable standards of journalistic independence on the issue of the environment. This is
not to suggest that the editorial content of Boating, MotorBoating & Sailing, and Power &
Motoryacht is not heavily influenced by their publishers' commercial objectives, nor that
their editors are not influenced by input from advertisers. The results do indicate,
however, that the consumer boating press acknowledges a responsibility to serve the
interests of their readers, which naturally include a reasonable concern for the marine
environment.
Suggestions for Further Study
A number of opportunities for further study presented themselves during the course
of the research. Perhaps most useful would be a study, based on methods similar to those
used here, to analyze the content of the advertising in consumer power boating magazines.
It would be worthwhile to determine if editors and advertisers are pursuing similar or
disparate agendas on the horsepower-versus-environment question. Furthermore, it would
be useful to test Mele's assertion that the qualities of speed and horsepower constitute the
dominant advertising message of boat manufacturers (Mele, 1993).
Also of value might be a study to determine the nature of the relationship between
the contents of boating magazines and consumer behavior. Although the three magazines
included in this study perform, or contract for the performance of, studies concerning the
demographics and purchasing behaviors of their readers, none of them, to this author's
knowledge, attempts to seriously measure a cause and effect relationship between
readership and purchasing behavior. A study to assess the relative influence of textual
versus graphic article content on behavior would also be a worthwhile addition.
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